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prison, earning his "Ph.D. in prison brutality," he said Thursday night in Wilson
~~--------------HaU.
ubin "Hurricane" Carter has a
Wilson reached its 1,300-person capacrather small stature and a beam- ity quickly. Live transmissions in
ing smile. It's difficult to imagine Grafton-Stovall Theatre, Taylor 202 and
him as a prizefighter. It's downright
Warren HaU's airport lounge drew 1,000
impossible to imagine him as a murderer additional viewers. The speech, spon- a sentiment an all-white New Jersey
sored by the Center for Multicultural
jury didn't agree with when they wrong- and International Student Services, was
ly convicted Carter in 1967 of killing
broadcast over the JMU cable network.
three people in a bar the year before.
see HURRICANE page 21
Carter survived nearly 20 years in
INA MONTEFUSCO
news editor
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KATIE WI LSON!phuto tditor

The line to see Rubin " Hurricane" Carter, top,
stretched from Wilson Hall to S. Main Street.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

• KeySk1lls II, 7 to 9 p.m.• Taylor 306, "The Energy Game.
You Oec1de the Future"

• Circle K meelil'lQ. 6~ 15 p.m .• Taylor 306. call Jenny
at x4727 or Lauren at x5722

• Swtng Club, 7 to 9 p.m., UREC MAC room. $2

• ProgreSSNe Coalition meeting, 9 p.m.• Taylor
404. call Stephante at 438·8314

TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 29

• Explore II, 7 to 9 p.m.• Taylor 306, "Genesis II: Leadership
From Wrthtn"

Spotlight: Who was your favorite
Sesame Street character?

10

Politics by Courtney Crowley

11

Darts and Pats

11

John McCain by Lindsey Hodges

12

•

Petty Larceny
• UntdentJfled indiViduals reportedly
stole a. JAC card with three dollars
wrapped around II from a table in the
UREC vending area on Feb. 24. The
time of the Incident wasn't reported.
• Unidentified indiVIduals reportedly
stole a wallet from the women's
restroom on the second floor of Zane
Showker Hall on Feb. 24 at 9:24 a.m.
The wallet contained $55 and
personal documents.
Are Alarm
• The
Harnsonburg
Police
Department responded to a call
reporttng smoke In Maury Hall on
Feb. 22 at 5:22 p.m. The smoke was
caused by a fan motor that had shut
down.
Number of drunk in pubhc charges
since Aug 28: 58

Unity cook-off

15

Etiquette banquet

15

Soul Conclave

17

Style Weekly

17

Today

delinquency of a minor on Feb. 22 at
10:03 p.m. in Galber Hall.

Warrant Service For Outside
Agency
• Nevtlle M. Allison, 19, of
Borboursvtlle, was arrested and
transported to the county jail for
allegedly contrtbut~ng to the

5

STYLE

WEATHER

Possession of Marijuana
• Laurence M. Molter, 19, of Port
Jefferson, NY, was arrested and
charged with possessston of
marijuana on February 22 The ttme
and location of the arrest were not
given.

Tri-Delta's dance event

• Habitat for Humanity, 5 to 6 p.m., Ta~1or 306. call x6000

POLICE LOG

In other matters. campus police
report the following:

5

OPINION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1

• Explore I, 7 to 9 p.m., Taylor 404, "Your Actions Speak So
Loudly I Cannot Hear What You Say ...•

A group of four or fwe unidentified
college age white males reportedly
assaulted a JMU student on Feb. 24
at 2:20 a.m. at the intersection of
Bluestone and Carrier dnves.
The victim had minor injuries.

Faculty senate meeting

House Editorial: Millionaire madness •
needs a break
10

• Campus Assault Response,
6:15to 7:15p.m.• Maury 204,
call Carolyn at 438-3088

lf ELISSA FORREST

3

• Yoga Club, 6 p.m • Taylor 309. e-mail Kai at safranka

• Antmal Rights Coalition, 8 p.m .• Taylor 309, call Stephanie
at 438·8314

ltJpoltce reporter

JMU internships globally

• Transfer Student Organization meebng. 8 to 9 p.m • Roop
G26, call Bnan at 433·6692

• Breakdancing Club, 6:30 to 8
p.m., Godwin raquetball courts

• KeySk.ills I, 7 to 9 p.m.• Taylor
404, "D1ffereot Strokes for Different
Folks! The Value of Diversity"

Mainstreet Bar & Grill facing alcohol
3
suspension

FOCUS
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High 54, Low 31

Humcane htstory and career
High Low

Americans love to create legends
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Men's basketball

27
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Sports beat

33
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The 8f99Ze Is published Monday and Thursday momtngs
and distributed throughout James Madison Un1versity and
the local Harrisonburg commumy Comments and complaints should be addressed to Courtney Crowley, editor.
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LOCATION
The Breeze Is located In
the lower level of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
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CLASSIFIEDS
"To lire press alo11c, datVJuered as it is

How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each addrtional 10
words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue. noon Tuesday for
Thursday 1ssue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance 1n The Breeze offtce.
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~onday, Fcb.l8,l000

The Jarnes Madison University Program Board and WBOP 106.3 present

· fhe

Coming Tuesday, March 28th at 8pm to Wilson Hall
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Local bar could face ~cohol suspension
Mainstreet Bar and Grill appeals
charges by Alcohol Beverage Control
The Virginia Alcohol Be' er.1ge
Control Board has recommended suspending Mainstreet Bar and Grill's alco·
hoi liccnc;e for 25 days due to charges
that the owners reportedly served .llcohol to an intoxica ted individual in
November 1998 and allowed too many
people into the bar on April2, 1999.
The owners have appealed the deciSIOn, but no appeals date has been set,
17te Dmly Nt.:w:;-Record reported Friday.
Mainstreet Bar and Grill is located in
downtown Harrisonburg at 153 S. Main
St. The facility consists of a restaurant,
dance dub and concert hall. Bar owners
Jon Paul and Tom Hall couldn' t be
reached to comment on the charges
over the weekend.
If the appeal is denied, the owners
have the option of paying $1,500 in
exchange for the suspension being shortened to 15 days, ABC spokeswoman
Suzanne Horsley said in the DN-R.

The bar wall continue to serve alco·
hoi unbl the appeal ha~ been heard.
llorsley couldn't be reached for
comment over the weekend.
In addition to these charges, bar
owners pleaded guilty an Rockingham
County Circu at Court on Thursday to
allowang more individuals into the bar
than city regulation ~ allow on May 6,
1999. About 100 more people were
anside the bar than is permitted. The
ABC has not investigated these charges,
Horsley said.
The owners entered Alford pleas,
which means they didn't admit guilt
but believed that prosecuting attorneys
had enough evidence to convict them.
An Alford plea carries the same weight
as a guilty plea.
Both owners were fined $2,500, the
maximum fine for the charges.

_. Briatr Westley, asst. trews editor

STEVE Gl~s~nior phologrophu

located downtown, Mainstreet Bar and Grll Is a popular destination for JMU students.

ALL AROUND THE WORLD:
JMU STUDENTS GAIN INTERNSHIPS GLOBAIJX
J.{ERI SCHWAB
~w_n_·l_
tr_ _ _ __ ......__

In addition to studying
abroad, JMU students have a
unique opportunity to spend a
sum mer or fall working as an
international intern in one of
more than 50 countries in Eastern
and Western Europe and Latin
America.
The unpaid internship pro·
gram, sponsored by the universi·
ty, lasts 12 weeks and offers posi·
tions in the fields of business, the
arts, government, communicati ons and socia l services. The
application deadline for these
programs is Fnday.
"The experience of working
m an anternational office for a
steady three-month period will
give the student a feel for the
professional workang world,"
said Judy Cohen, coordinator of
interna tiona l interns hips. She
said h avi ng an international
internship on a student's resum~
lets the employer know the stu·
d ent "a utomatically is more
mature ... and has mad e the
commitment to go off to another
part ot the world and work for 12
weeks."
However, students cannot be
offered full-time jobs by the com·
panies with which they intern
There are problems with ammigration laws that prevent studen ~ from Jeg,lll)' workang fulltime.
About 20 to 2.c; students p<~rtici·
pate in the program each ~ason.
Cohen said the numbers are
do~ n from the pa!:tt fe,., )'ears,

which she attributes to the booming American economy - students do not need to get internships abroad when there are
plenty of jobs here.
The program is open primarily to third · and fourth-year students in Virginia, as well as
recent grad uates and graduate
students.
Applications can be picked up
at the office, located in Hillcrest
House
A student doesn't need to be
in a specific major to complete an
in ternship, but Cohe n said ,
"Some [internships} may be
more inclined toward a certain
major."
Some students are able to set
up an independent study with
the.ir internship and earn credits
while they are away.
"All internships are office
jobs," Cohen said, with the specific tasks "depending on the
type of organization and to some
extent what (the students'} interests are. Interns need first and
foremost to be flexible with what
they find."
The estimated cost of airfare,
ho using, food and local transportation is $4,500. A student
receiving credits for their internship must also pay for the credits
they receive No financaal aid is
offered for the internship programs.
.. Semor Beth Poplm, who is
double maJOring an h1story and
international affair'., interned in
London for -.e\•en months from
January 1999 until the midJie of
Augu~t. wht?r~ ~he worked on a

BRANCHING OUT
WHAT: Unpaid 12-week inter-

national internship
program
WHERE: More than 50 countries. including Western and
Eastern Europe and Latin

America
TO APPLY: VISit Hillcrest
House, deadline is this Friday

variety of projects.
She said she made the decision to intern abroad because it
was important for her majors.
She was also able to earn seven
credits while abroad . But, she
will have to spend a n ex tra
semester at JMU in part because
of her time away and beca use
she is a double major.
"1 worked for an organization
ca lled Ca mpaign for Nuclear
Disarmament," Poplin said . " I
helped organize a protest march
against nuclear transport ... I
worked at an outdoor music festival ca lled Glastonbury (wi th
head liners like Blondie, Lenny
Kravitz and R.E.M.). I did basic
administrative stuff as well as
produce some artwork (photos,
banners .md postcards)."
• Senior music major jennifer
Chidley interned in London last
summer wtth the National
Federation of Mustc Societies.
Chadley saad she was anitaally
anvoln<d with clenc.ll wort..
"After a while I was developing a spon!>orship pitch and

delivering it to over 100 different
compa nies throughout the
United Kingdom," s he said. "I
believe my in terns h ip to be
extremely beneficial. Not only
did 1 learn about the music
industry in the United Kingdom,
I also experie nced a gene ral
office atmosphere. I feel this is
important for someone who has
never really worked a 9-to-5 job
in an office every day."
Chid ley sald she recommends
interns to try and find something
new to do each day. ''There are
so many incredible things to
experience, you just have to look
for them," she said. " It may be
diffi cult initially to leave your
friends and family for an entire
semester, but in the long run you
will return having grown a
tremendous amount. Also, you
will feel like there is a city out
there that you can always call
'home' when you decide to travel
later in lire. It is an experience
you will never forget!"
Senior Shannon Welch
interned in Belgium last summer.
'1 started out working on a trade
mission to Belgium. Then l was
chosen to produce (coordinate
the efforts of four offices in the
w riting of) the Country
Commercial Guide 2000 for
Belgium," she said. "This as the
biggest annual project that the
commercial service produces."
She said JMU helped her find
housing and the public trans·
port.,tion system was effacient
and easy to usc.
"I loved my internship,"
Wekh <;aid. "I met <1 lot of won-

derful people, it was an amazing
learning experience, and I was
living and working in such a rich
environment ... Remember that
you are going there to team and
experience new things. Absorb
all of the knowledge that you can
from those you work with, try
everything, get out - go to
museums, other cities, etc. Have
fW1, enjoy yourself and enjoy this
once-in-a-lifetime experience."
Cohen said she tries to help
students find low airfare and has
coordinators in Europe who help
students find housing. There are
apartments stude nts ca n use
every semester. The coordinators
in Europe are also there to "keep
up with the interns and be in
their line of defense in times of
need," Cohen said.
Senior international affairs
major Austin Adams interned in
London last summer for a law
firm called Finers Solicitors. " 1
shadowed lawyers and worked
with clients in their cases," he
said . "Most of what I did was
support work, though J had
some amazing opportunities to
work one-on·one with multi-millionaire clients. "
Adams said there were two
down sides to his interns hip.
"The most difficult part was the
menial work that we had to do in
order to get the cases ready," he
said. "The other major problem
is fundmg what ends up being a
very expensive summer."
Adams said his anternship
was well worth it to help him
learn what it was lake to work in
a real law firm
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Review of GenEd Program needed
Faculty Senate motion requests external review of program 's academic integrity
Doug Brown, vice president the faculty's duty to provide said Leary, a member of the task
force.
for academic affairs, said he those classes.
would work with the Steering
Th e Academic Policies
The task force examined acaJMU faculty's continuing con- Committee of the Faculty Senate Committee will use the Senate's demic structures at other univercern with the General Education to ensure the integrity of the input from the meeting to form a sities and received recommendaProgram -specifically the pro- review process and procedures.
revised motion to present to the tions from the Southern
gram's drain on significant
Following some discussion, Sena te after spring break. The Associalion of Colleges and
resources for major programs the wording of the review Senate will then vote on the Schools, which is JMU's accredi was discussed at Thursday's process was changed to a com- motion.
tor, the American Association of
Faculty Senate meeting.
prehensive external review.
University Professors and
"No one ever comes to JMU A large majority of the
the JMU
Centennial
based on the strength of o ur Senate agreed on the recomCommission.
General Education Program," mendation, although an
The restructuring calls
said
Academic
Policies exact vote was not taken.
for the addition of five colCommittee Chair J.J. Leary, also
Dorn Peterson, senator
lege advisory /steering
the senator fo r the ch emistry for the physics department,
councils, which would have
department. Leary said students presented the recommendacommittees to deal with
need to be concerned tha t tion for a review to the
specific concerns of individresources directed at GenEd General Education Council
ual colleges.
JJ. Leary
More inform ation o n
could and shou ld be used for Friday.
major programs.
The motion also con- Rlculty Senate Academic Policies Commillec Choir the proposed restructuring
The
Faculty
Senate's tained a proposal to place a
is
available
at
Academic Policies Committee moratorium on the establishment
ln other matters, a draft o f the www.jmu .ed u/ncndnffn i rs/lfllome.
recommended that an objective, o f ne w GenEd courses until proposed restructuring of the hfml
external review of the GenEd results of the GenEd review are Faculty Senate that the task force
With the current structu re
Program be undertaken in a available.
for curricula put together was "there is only one faculty repremotion submitted for the
Severa l senators disagreed discussed.
sentative body for the university
Senate's approval. The motion with this idea, arguing a freeze
The task force was appointed and that is the Faculty Senate,"
states the movement for a review on GenEd requirements instead by Brown in conjunction with the Couch said.
was prompted by the allocation of course development would be senate steering committee in
Couch said as the university
issue and the large number of better.
spring 1999.
has gotten larger, more diversico nce rns from faculty and
Peterson said new GenEd
"We looked at JMU and fied and more decentraJiz.ed, the
administration members over the courses can be developed that decided about things that have issues occu rring in one college
program's academic integrity.
better teach the material, and it is and haven't worked in the past," may diffe r from another.

moM STEINFELDT
Jstaff writer

" No one ever comes to

JMU based on the
strength of our General
Education Program."

"Having an elected faculty group
assist the leadership of a college
seems to be a useful thing," he
said.
The task force recommended
the addition of the college advisory /steering councils because
there needed to be better definition of each college's individual
needs. The duties of the suggested committees have not been
firmly established.
"We hesitated to mandate
what the colleges should do· with
regard to regulations and structures/' said Teresa Gonza lez,
associate vice president for academic affairs and a member of the
task force.
"We didn't really want to say
every college committee reflected
every senate com mittee,"
Gonzalez said. ''The exact structure of those committees from
college to college doesn't have to
be the same.#
The faculties of each college
will determine what the commi t·
tees will do and judge the work
of its members.
"I think we want to acknowledge that it's important for the
fa cu lty voice to be heard to
advise the dean," Gonzalez satd.

Dancing the night away
Tri-Delta sorority raises money for children at dance-a-thon
S ARAH JONES

contributing writer
Delta Delta Delta social sorority membe rs
strapped on their d ancing shoes for 24 hours this
weekend to raise money for premature babies.
About 55 members of Tri-Delta participated in
Dance Marathon 2000 (DM2000) held in the
Memorial Gym at the University of Virginia this
weekend.
DM2000 kicked off a t noon on Saturday and
continued throughout the night. It is organized
specifically to raise funds for the Sarah Du Bose
Fund and the Newborn Intensive Care Uni t
(NICU} at UVa. hospital.
The Sarah Du Bose Fund was established by Du
Bose's parents to celebrate the miracle of her life
after s he was born 14 weeks early at the UVa.
Medical Center and spent the first four months of
her life in the NICU. Her parents wanted to ensure
that future premature babies at UVa. also have a
chance of living.
The theme for DM2000 was "Dance for
Champs." Some major corporations also helped to
support the cause including MCI WorldCom.,
Pepsi, Tropicana and Frito Lay.
Tri· Delta became involved with the project
when one o f its members, freshman Jen
Oberholtzer, participated in the event last year.
Oberholtzer said she thought it was an exciting
ALEX VESSELS/pl1otu etlilor

SUMMER IN FEBRUARY: Students take advantage of the warmer
weather Thursday afternoon by stopping to relax and play some
music on the Quad. Temperatures reached nearly 80 degrees on
Friday, but the highs for this week won't leave the 60s.

event and would be worth while for Tri-Delta to
get involved.
A lthough Tri-Delta did not have a specific monetary goal to raise for the hospital, DM2000's goal
was $50,000.
"[Sisters] are individually responsible for raising money by getting sponsors," said junior Amy
Tomanio, president of T ri-Delta. "Tri·Delta has
no s pecific goal to reach because any donation
made to charity makes a positive impact. We
hope to raise as much money individually as we
possibly can."
Throughout the night there was a variety of
music to dance to, with different themes changing
every hour.
"There was an hour of '80s music, a hip-hop
hour, a country hour, a '70s hour, a Madonna hour,
ska, swing," Tomaniosaid.
The participants didn' t need a partner to shake
up the dance floor, and hundreds of people spun
and twisted the h ours away. Participants were
allo}'Ved breaks fo r food and water. There were a
couple of performances that gave the dancers a
deserved break.
"There was an a cappella performance as well as
an impromptu performance, but other than that,
participants danced the entire time," Tomanio said.
Tri-Delta member freshman Alison Lawson said
it was great to be able to raise money for charity
and still have fun .

Do you have a news tip?
Don't keep it to yourself- share it.
Call Breeze news at x6699
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TDU's Funniest
Home Videos!
AFRICAN DRUM CI.ASSI!S
If you've eve heard and been moved by the drum.
now ia your chance to get involved!
Mondays March 6 - AplltO, can or mop by to register
Vlgitucat

•

1) Create or find a home video
Submit to TDU Info . Desk in by 3/15
Check to see if your video is shown
TDU's Big Screen on Mar. 27th at
(Ca ll X7853 with additional questions!)

Now Leasing and Selling

Pheasant Run Townhomes
BUY S M ART .
WASTE LESS.
From JMU take South Main St. and tum left
on Rocco Ave. across from the Hartman Dodge
j ust past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco, turn nght on Pheasant Run Circle.
The Modei/OHico Is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle.
Parking Is available in the Pheasant Run Townhome Lot.

Office Hours
M on. Sot .. 10-5 Sun., 10·2
closed Thurs.

Call801 -0660 or 877-266-7786

SAVE MORE .
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Protests spark after NYC officers
are acquitted in Diallo shooting
L

YN E DUKE & HANNA ROSIN

The Washington Post

NEW YORK - A day after the verdict
that failed to avenge the death of one of
their ow n, African i mmigra nts and
A frican Americans around this city imag·
m ed themselves as Amadou Diallo in
waiti n g : stopped by police, killed by
police, with no one punished for it.
Outside the Bronx apartment building
where Dia llo died after being shot 19
times last year, Ali M cCoy described how
it could have happened to him. He was
going home from his construction work
si te wi th his brother when th e police
"rolled up to us, guns out, and yelled ' Hit
the fl oor."' They did as they were told,
M cCoy recalled, and put their faces on the
fl oor , " r ight w here the d ogs do their
thing."
It was one indignity, but it forms part
of the universal truth of urban life that
young men of color here and elsewhere
say they face daily: police theoretically
intended to protect them often end up tar·
geling them with stops and frisks. In the
wake of Friday's acquittals of the four offi·
cers w ho shot Diallo, the sense of v ulnera·
bility that b lack a nd Latino men feel
toward police has onl y deepened, as has
the anger, many of them say.
But police say sentiments such as these
are the work of demogogues out to demonize police o r people who are unfairly
extrapola tin g from one experience or
unfortunate episode.
New York p o li ce are proud that
aggressive and proactive policing tech·
niques - including the broad use of the
constilutionally-protected right of police
to stop and frisk people - have brought
a drop 10 the city's once soaring ra tes of

v iolent crime. Police also c;ay that they
focus on minority communities because a
dispropo rtiona tel y high number of
crimes are commi tted there by minority
suspects.
" For individuals to leap on individual
circumstances and well-publicized events
... and use that to paint all pollee officers
with a broad brush is a form of bigotry,"
said George Grasso, a deputy New York
Po Uce commissioner. "Just because people
on the street are saying something doesn't
mean that it's true," he added.

" It's a fig ht over
the soul of the city,

. a way. "
zn

Richard Cu rtis
cuhurol anthropologist
These two views of life on New York's
streets represent the fund amental schism
between two communities- police and
minorities- that historically have been at
odds. The Diallo case ha~> ba:ome the latest chapter in a long battle over race and
rights in urban America.
"lt's a fight over the soul of the city, in
a way," said Richard Curtis, a cultural
anthropoiQglst with Manhattan's j ohn j ay
College of Criminal j ustice.
On the streets agam Saturday, demonstrators against the Oiallo verdict gathered
in the slain man's Bronx neighborhood.
Thousa nds more conve rged on Fifth
Avenue in midtown ~anhattan's premier
shopping district in a relatively peaceful
outpouring of anger. More than 40 arrests

were reported, includmg people who laid
down in the street in front of St. Patr1ck's
Cathedral.
Por many demonstrators, the feeling is
personal, not distant.
Dem Bocar came here in 1995 from a
city in Guinea not far from where Diallo
grew up. In more ways than that, he can
identify. H e lives in a mostly white neigh·
borhood in Elmhurst, Queens, and some·
times when he arrives home late after dri·
ving his cab all night he has what he now
believes are close calls w ith police on
patrol.
" I ' m afraid o f them, your cops," he
said Friday night on Diallo's steet. "I can
see them going arond and around and
looking at me real seriously, but 1 didn't
do no thing wrong."
At Saturday's Fifth Avenue rally, Ob1
~gbako, a computer technician and son of
West African immigrants, descr1bed the
feeling as " a sense of helplessness, borderline bitterness, an overwhelming sense of
desperation."
Diallo, 22, died in the vestibule of his
apartment building in the early morning
hours of Feb. 4, 1999. Four w hite oficers of
the city's Street Cri m es Unit saw him
standing on his stoop, believed he could
be a criminal suspect, stopped to question
him, became alarmed w hen he retreated
from them, then fired their weapons at
him a total of 41times w hen they mistook
the wallet he pulled from his pocket for a
gun. That is the version of events that
police told during their trial m A lbany,
N.Y.
The jury of eight whites and four
blacks found the officen. not guilty on all
six counts that each of the men faced, from
intentional murder to reckless endanger·
menl
Now that the crimmal proceedmgs are

over, the police department is to begin 1ls
own administrative probe into the 01allo
shooting. The four officers- Sean Carroll,
37; Edward M cMeJion, 27; Kenneth~.
28; and Richard Murphy, 27 - have been
on m odified, non-enforcement duty since
the shooting.
In addi t ion, the U .S. jus ti ce
Department has begun a probe to determine whether federal civi l rights proceed·
ings are warranted.
And Oiallo's p arents, Kadiatou and
Sai k ou Di allo, plan to fil e a civ il suit
against the city and police for the death of
a son w ho ca me to the United States in
hopes of getting a college educatio n. lie
was a s treet ve ndo r w ho people who
knew rum called genial and deeply religious.
The four officers at the center o f the
con troversy, w ho wept with apparent
rem orse during their trial, hail from a
pollee force that has been lauded for its
crime-fighting success but also cnticized
for appearing to be a tool o( politicians
such as Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, w ho has
twice been elected on a toug h law and
order platform.
The police department of 40.000 is not
rcOective of the city's racial mix. It is about
67 percent white in a city that is 43 percent
white. Blacks and Latinos are bul a small
percentage of the top brass.
The Street Crimes Unit o f which the
officers were members, was likewise unre·
Oective of the city's ethnicity. It does some
of the most dangerous police work and IS
at the forefront o f the ci ty's proc1ct1ve
pollee polic1es.
13ut its nearly 400 members \'Oiunteer
from uniformed patrol or other special·
izcd units, and at the time o f Diallo's
death i t had only a sprinkling o f blacks
and Latinos

Colleges
Chronic Northeastern U. hacker may
have gotten Into NASA computer system
A Northeastern University c:>mputer science student
has been accused of a "coast-to-coast" hacking spree of
military and government networks that prosecutors say
also gave him access to NASA's computer system.
lkenna lffth, 28, was charged Wednesday with three
hacking charges that bring a maximum 1~year sentence

and $250,000 fine.
"All in all, the defendant used his home computer to
leave a trail of cybercrime from coast to coast ," U.S.
Attorney Donald Stern said in a statement. "The
defendant gained Illegal access ... either causing
substantial business loss, defacing a Web page with
hacker graphics, copying personal information or, in the
case of a NASA computer, effectlvely seizing control."
ProsecutOf'S said there was no disruption to the nation's
defense, no Interference with satellite control and no
Improper use of information.
This Is not lffih's first brush with law enforcement. He
was charged with hacking the Interior Department's site
last year. And in August, he was charged in Seattle with a
computerized attack on Zebra Marketing Online Services,
an Internet service provider In Bainbridge Island, Wash.
Prosecutors In that case said the company sustained "a

significant loss of bUsiness."
Northeastern University officials said they have been
cooperating with law enforcement since last fall, when they
discovered lffih had copied classified information about
students, faculty and alumni.

Beavis and Butthead , the fathers of
America?
Know the finer points of George Costanza's life but not
George Washington's?
You're not alone. A recent survey released by the
American Council of Trustees and Alumni shows that
college seniors at several of the nation's top universities
know their popular culture, but are far from whizzes when
it comes to U.S. History.
The report, "losing America's Memory: Historical
Illiteracy in the 21st Century," states that 81 percent of
college seniors surveyed In December received a grade of
0 or F on history questions taken from basic high-school
curriculum. The survey was distributed to students on 55
campuses identified by U.S. News & Wor1d Report as the
nation's leading universities and liberal-arts colleges.

Among the survey's findings:
• 34 percent o f respondents said they knew that
Washington was a general at the battle of Yorktown.
• 22 percent knew that the words "government of the
people, by the people, and lor the people" was a line from
the Gettysburg Address.
• 23 percent correctly identified James Madison as the
"Father of the Constitution."
• 42 percent knew that "first in war, first in peace, first in
the hearts of his countrymen" was a phrase referring to
Washington.
By contrast, students' scores soared on the popularculture front. Almost 98 peroent knew that Snoop Doggy
Oogg was a rap singer, and 99 percent correctly identified
the cartoon characters Beavis and But1head.
The study's results are a "clarion call for action," sa1d
Anne D. Neal, the study's author and vice president of the
council. "If institutions of higher education no longer
requi re their students to have basic knowledge of
American civilization and its heritage, we are all in danger
of losing a common frame of reference that has sustained
our free society for so many generations."

- FROM WIRE REPORTS
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Because you demanded it, the return of

TOM DELUCA and CRAIG KARGES

Performing March 27th and April 3rd respectively

Get hypnotized with Deluca and Experience the Extraordinary with Karges

Tickets go on sale TODAY at the Warren Hall Box Office
only
or

J AIIE S

ltA DI SO .

$5 for each show,

$8 for tickets to both

UI Y EIS I TJ

www.upb.org
call x6217 for details
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Spring Break 2000

Mon., Feb. 28
Grafton -Stova II
7 PM Free .
Passports welcome
Sponsored by the University Health Center
and Student Organization Services

To pledge or for more info , contact us at
www.jmu.edu/seniorchallenge or 568-3174

Events included:
SK Run/Walk
Blood Drive
Money Wars
Spirit Competition
Jaii-N-Ball

Thanks to all
other
participants
including:

A!T
l:K
Al:A

ZTA

AXn
All Proceeds
Benefited the
Alpha Phi
Foundation and
Rockingham
Memorial Hospital·

&
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FIJI
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For winning A-Phiasco. Congratulations
to all participants!!
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''HUMILIATE '{Ol\RSELF

FoR
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cl., rt i..; witlr almse~. the ·world is

MONEY~ ''

THIS IS JUST ANOTI-/ER

\

EXAMPLE or= T~E DOWNFALL OF OUR SOCIETY.

PASS TH[ CHIPS, HON

•
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wftich hnr~t• been gauwd lnj
reason and lumra11ity otlfr error
awt opprcss1on."
- fames Madison
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Kelly Whitten
Brandon Hedrick
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Rick H01nnan
Kelly Hannon
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Gina Montefusco
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Brian Westley
0 11illtOil N ltOr
Mel.;m ie Jennings
Asst. opinio11 editor
AmyBafumo
Style t!tfltor
jenny Stromann
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Megan Ross
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Katie Wilson
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Aduism

EDITORIAL POLICY
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Millionaire madness needs a rest
h e r ece nt exp losio n of
money -makin s hows has
gotten out of ~and. First,
America was obsessed with Regis
Philbin's "Who Wants to Be a
Mi llionaire" and other games how s like "G reed. " Now thi s
pia y o n th e American love for
money has gone too far.
On Feb. 15, "Who Wants to
Marry a Multi-Millionaire" premiered on Fox. On th1s show,
"wi nner" Darva Conger wed
millionaire Rick Rockwell after
knowing him for less than the
length of a television show.
Her prizes? According to a n
article in the Feb. 23 issue of
The Washilzgtou Post , she won
an Isuzu Trooper, a $35,000
diamond ring, diamond e ar rings, a $2,500 shopping spree, a
designer watch and a Palm Pilot.
Oh yeah .. . and a husband s he
can' t stand.
As a resu lt, the American people ha v:e displayed thei r outrage
at s uch a disgusting attempt at
grabbing ratings. AJI we can say
is: Good!
It's about time peo ple s tarted
exam ining what exactly it is
they' re considering as enter tain-

T

ment. Morals and values are being
exc hanged for mon ey, material
possessions and netwo rk ratings,
and it's time to stop this madness.
Have people no respect for
the institution of marriage? Will
they stop at no thing jus t to win a
few prizes? Apparently, Conger
doesn' t see the problem with this

" pure" intentions - these s up posedly innocent intentions bein9,
a chance to win a "paid vacation'
and to be on television.
Isn't there an easier way to
compete for such winnings without disregarding the sanctity and
serious nature of marriage?
To make things even worse,
thi s s how isn' t the only
moc~ery of marriage we ca n
expect to see on prime-time.
According to the Post, Fox
is working on a nother show
ca ll ed " I Do, l Don' t" in the
hopes of "cashing in on the
Rick & Darva m ania that has
gripped the nation ."
Universal is also planning their own version
ca lled " Wed at First Sight,"
according to the Post.
It's time to take action against
s uch asinine attem pts to snag ratings and entertain the American
public. We really need to sit back
and examine how far we are willing to let the networks go in their
pursuit of the a lmi~hty dollar.
If people don t watch these
shows and refuse to contribu te to
their popularity, th en they will
cease to exist.

"Morals and values are being
exchanged for money, n1aterial
possessions and network
ratings, and it's time to stop
thzs. madness. "
kind of behavior, in spi te of her
protes ts that she never really
intended on marrying someone if
she won the show.
In the past few weeks, Conger
has given a series of interviews,
a ll o f which make her seem like
the epitome of Am e ri ca n greed
and hypocrisy.
The Post reported that Conger
told Diane Sawyer on ABC 's
"Good Morning America" that
s h e went into the show with

1bpic: Who was your favorite character on ''Sesame Street'' when you were little?
"Oscar because
l1e was tl1e ouly
011e wi Ill n cool

llnclwlor pad."

SPOTLIGHT.

UNOSA V EUBANKSit•ontnhutinJI phuw11ropllu

Christina Couch
freshman. undecided

"Suuffleupagus
because lie was
lire depl1a11t of
all elepha11ts."

Julie Plit1
sophomore, health

"Tit e trveedle
bugs because they
were comrcally
stupid."

Katie Lawson
sophomore, theatre

"Eru ie because
to
lakt a batIt witlr a
yeUow duck."
Ire is~t 'l afraid

Karen Stank
ophomore, lDLS

I
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We can learn from the rhythm of the silence

H

w golden is silence? It depends on
who you ask. The talkers - presienbal candidates, brokers, motivational speakers and talking heads, among
others - would prefer to talk the talk
instead of silently walking the walk. And
how. They do nothing but talk. But when
do we see the fruition of those words?
Hardly ever.
Even when their words do translate into
actions, there is often a caveat. Yes, you will
get a tax break, but you'll see it when NASA
lands humans on Pluto. Yes, you will make
millions on lhe stock market - provided
scientists can find a way to genetically manufacture immortality for Alan Greenspan.
john McCain promises to give government back to those who vote for him .
Dandy. What do his compatnots in
Congress and the rest of the multi-layered
Establishment think about th1s? Talkers
talk a good game (unless your name is
George W. Bush and you're not qu1te sure
how to talk), but all they ever do is talk. Do
these people even know how to walk?
But then you have the walkers, those
people who let their actions speak for them.
The priests, ministers, rabbis and social
acti\ ists who aren't featured on TV or in
the newspapers. The people who make a
difference, who make this world a better
place for the rest of us poor schlubs. What a
tragedy tl\dt thet.e people are under appreciated in this society.
American society as a whole doesn't

pay attention to the walkl'rs because they
Th1s col umn IS usually burshng with
can't hear them, a malady that tricl..Jes nonsensical happ1ness. Enough lime of
down to our very lives sometimes.
my day IS spent silently takmg the world
Now it seems like everyone who isn't in, d1gesting its problems and trymg to
your friend is trying to talk you out of figure out what to do about them. Writing
. something- your money, your time, your happy thoughts is cathartic I love nothing
peace People need to stop talking long more than to not write about a ll the bad
enough to hear life. Thomas Merton, a trap- things happening in the world . But I can't
pist monk, once said, "Without the silence, take it anymore.
there is no mus1c." I prefer to hear the
In watching Campaign 2000 unfold all I
music in this life and 1 wish the world ca n think about is how much trouble
around us rljiiiiiiiiiir--~-----------, Amcnca is in
would partid- how deep
pate in prolif1nto moral
erating the
debt we are,
albeit the colsoulfulness of
silence. To
lect1 ve we.
There
.ne
some, silence
1f deafen mg.
-Courtney Crowley
decent pt>ople
Perhaps those
out
there,
spcctacu'tar
who talk so
much are afra1d of what they would hear 1f people. Anyone I call my fr1end 1s a wonthey were silent enough to hstcn to the derlul, lovmg human bemg.
world around them. Would they be ternBut there isn't one viable moral bcmg
Aed to hear babies being slaughtered, war who is runnmg for prcs1dent, '' symptom
tearing countries apart, dtvorce ravaging of the significant morass our governmt•nb
families? Would they have nightmares are trapped tn. Bush has charil:.ma but Bush
about what the fruits of the static noise of Speak undoubtedly stands for BS; he's thl!
rhetoric has borne'
dumbest Republican since Dan Qu..1yle.
Yes, they would But we don't have to
McCain talks about qemg an out.,ider
worry about that because these people and reforming government, but for
won't stop talking long enough to hear the years he's been the ultimate ins1der whose
extent of the problems in the world. The credibility with mr io.; shot due to some
hot air they spew is a protective bubble that shad y dealings. I love his "honesty" but
keeps them ignorantly blissful.
wish it was genuine.

Ramble
On

1,

AI Gore doesn't stand for anything,
unless 1t's politically en vogue; he couldn't
milke a long-term stance on an tssue tf the
Chinese pa1d htm to. How can you go from
being pro-life to pro-choice? The abortion
debate shouldn't be a political one. l don't
care 1t you' re a Repubhcan who's pro
choice or a Democrat who's pro-life just
choose what you believe in and stick to
your guns. And Bill Bradley? Aye aye aye.
I le's grumpier than Walter Matthau and
jack Lemmon combined.
Global polihcs isn't helped along with
the inability to deal with people you don't
ltke Besides, as much as a Rhodes Scholar
would be nice in the White House, dtdn't
we learn that lesson with Bill Clinton'
What 1s thl!> country coming to? Why can't
we e\'en manage one decent cand1date out
of four "i th years of go' ernment -.cr\lcc
between them'
None of the decent souls out in /Jm::t·
re.ldc:rland are old enough to run for office.
But e\'(!n af we were, could \-'\e ctulnge the
way our govcmmcntts run' That would be
lik~ trymg to tum C\round a super tanker.
And yet, the only hope I have is that our gcner.1tion, when we get out 10 the world, c.1n
silently t•xecute a coup d' ct:.Jt - ,, mor<tl rc' olutmn TI1e silence of that would be golden
and deafening. a real winning combination
Couri/IL'!f Crowley is n se11ior SMAD mnjor
wlto pus/It'S mute nutomnticnlly wlle11 tlu· cnlldldnlt'S come 011 TV.

Darts & P01s nr~
submiued ano11)1110u.fi)'
and prmtt'd 011 a spoccavoilabl~ busiJ
Submissions are baud

upon ont' person's
opimon of a giVt'n
situation. per.fOII or
t'l'elll and do 1101

necessartly rejltctthe

&

/filth.

Dart. ..
A "next-time-1' m-going-to-unplug-yourcomputer" dart to the girl in the Hillside computer
lab who kept clogging the printer with ~tupid
forwards from her e-mail.
. Selll in by a fuming senior who had a major
paper due and didn't appreciate having /0 wait for
your pages of worthless drivel to print so he could
get his prinwuts.

Dart. ..

Dart. ..

Dart. ..

An "are-you-sure-you' re-in-the-right-place?" dart
to the girl in our SCOM c l ~s who acts like she
belongs in seventh grade.
Sent in by your annoyed classmates who don't feel
like tolerating your immature commems, exaggerated sneezes and cutesy remarks while waiting for
you to grow up.

A "what-doe!)-this-have-to-do-with-academics?"
dan to whomever designed assessment tests that dl:!al
wllh students' body images and moral values.
Sent in by a j, tudent who wouldn't mind felling
JMU assess her knowledge, but thinks that other
questions are off limits.

A "do-you-know-how-to-say-sorry?" dart to the
guy who fell on me and crushed my lunch when ou r
bus driver slammed on his brakes.
Sent in by an angry lady wlro wouldn't lwt·e
minded too much ifyou had bothered to tlpologi:..e,
bur doe.HI 't appreciate being used as the cushion for
vour fall.

Pat ...

Pat ...

Pat ...

A "we-appreciate-your-devotion" pat to our fan s,
cheerleaders and Dukeues for all their support.
Sent in by Coach Jeff "Peanut " Bowyer and the
Wrestling Dukes.

An "1-take-full -responsibil ity- for-my-actions'' pat
to the girl who sent me a dart last week after I ru ined
her new shirt at a party.
Se111 in by a very apologetic guy who is sorry for
his inexcu.rable behavior and will be happy to pay to
have your clothes cle£med.

A "thanks-for-taki ng-care-of-my-business" pat to
my friend who kindly ran several errands for me
when I unexpected ly had to leave town .
Sent in by a thcmkful friend who wams you to
know that your help saved her from a very stre,\'!>ful
weekend and that shes willing to do anything to
repay the favor.
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Va. primaries should favor McCain
Student emphasizes the importance of participating in elections
mo rrow will be a historic primary
The question fo r you as college stu - are tired of bemg left out of the circle, and
n Virgania, pitting Gov George W dents s till rema ins. Why bother? As a thatwcare stcppingin.
Bu-;h agai ns t th e tn su rgcn t Sen. young person tn American politics I too
There is no better way to exercise our
john McCain.
ha\'t~ felt left out and sickened by lhe polit·
politica l rights by voting for McCain on
It's important for everyone to get out teal process.
Tuesday.
and \Ole, and I will attempt to explain wh}
I wanted to be mvolvcd, but I felt that
McCain ts an American hero. He has
there was no real place for me in the pre- served his country proudly first as a Navy
that \'Ole should be for McClin.
Never before has a candtda tc insptrcd "Cnl system. I would \'Cnture to guess that pilot and then as a public servant in the
me more dunng my relati vely short li fe- many of you feel the sa me. That is why United States Senate.
He fights hard a nd on solid conservatime than McCain.
this ca mpaign is so important to me and
ln ,,n age of disillusionme nt and dis- to !>O many o ther college students around tive principles for what he believes in:
trust with the offi ce o f the president, the nation.
campaign fina nce reform, ed uca tio n,
McCai n plans to brtng refreshing ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,. defense spending and, most importantly,
changes.
this great country.
He is lhe best man for the job, he won' t
H is courage and integrity arc what
his campaign is built on, along with a
stand for pretense, wasteful po rk barrel
spending of taxpayers' money, and he is
passion to invoke real reform in our federa I government.
- Lindsey Hodges
solid on foreign policy, a huge, important
issue in this campaign.
As a fo rmer Capitol Hill intern, I was
able to wi tness some of the issues tha t
This is our chance to be involved in a
He plans to follow in the footsteps of
McCain is so intent on changing- namely presidential campaign that actually wants boted Republican..c: like Abraham lincoln,
Teddy Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan and
the dominabng presence and power of spe- young people to be involved.
cia I interest groups.
McCain has challenged us to "give our- he will ma ke us proud of our president
I saw McCain in action on the floor of selves to a cause greater than our own self again.
the Sena te and listened to him speak as a interest" and join his noble crusade.
I challenge you as college s tudents to
me mbe r o f the Senate Armed Service
McCain believes that we are a great do something g reater than you r own
Committee. H e is an unusual man in the generation. Through us real reform will self-interest and become part of the poUtSenate. He "doesn' t gtvc a damn" about be made and government power will jcal process.
lobbygroupsorspecialinterests.
actua lly fa ll to o ur hands, back to the
This timeyourvoteisachance tomake
H e is someone whose passion is doing voice o f the people and to the local grass Washington the way you want it to be but
what is hono rable and right. As a fan of root action.
never thought it could be.
McCain before his quest for the presidency,
He is not the rigid "establishment" that
Vote for john McCain on Feb. 29.
the more I know about him, the more com- has kept so many of us out of the political
mitted I a m to his crusade to become presi- process for so long.
Undsey Hodges is a senior political science
dent of the United States.
It's time to tell the establishment that we major.
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Congratulations 2000 ACUI
Tournament Participants!!
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ACUI Top Winners rncluded....
PorlsWebtr
2nd Place Billiards

Kim Payne & Corey Flelds1sf Place Bowling
Koren Cosfka & Steven Kromer~tp

2nd Place Bowling

Rldo Belkouro2nd Place Table Tennis
Marl< Beyer3rd Place Table Tennis
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433-8862 or 48().4S46 cdl
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StudentAJTaitt
James Maditon Univenity
Get to lmow U8 better...www.jmu.edu/stuaffain

credit
to you.

Ssoo each

'Dlylor Down Under
~ "Open Mic Nights" Every Tuesday Night 8-10:30pm TDU Stage
Enjoy JMU homegrown entertainment in a fun & relaxed atmosphere.
Share your talents and observe others!

The Women's Resource Center and FYI
"Clothesline Project" March 28th & 29th, 10-3pm PC Ballroom
Visual Display bearing witness to violence agamst members o( the JMU community.

"Take Back the Night" March 28th 5pm Commons
Music begins at Spm, Speak Out at 7:30

Center for Muticultural and International Student Services
"Gospel Extravaganza" March 26th, 6pm Wilson Hall
Join the celebration! The Contem2<?rary Gospel Singers welcome you to attend this

uplifting, gospel event.

Jlee~

~s\S..

Th~y're your pride and joy.

What's more, they can s;l\e you
up

10

SSOO each, subtracted

right ofT your fedenl incume
lax. The C:htld Ta~ Credit is
~n

Important hcneOt of the

Tupayer Relief Act.

University He•lth Center

"Courage to Care'' February 28th, 7pm Grafton Stovall Theater

Please join us for this powerful presentation by Carolyn Comeilsoo as she takes a look at
coUege drinking. taking responsibility and recognizing abuse.

Who qualilie-$? Eachdcpendetlt
<.hlld or descendant, stepc:hilcl
or foHer child under 17 as of
12131/99. The t hild must be a

U.S. citlren or rcsl&nt.

·-~\\9~
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\eta~!~ ~ www.jJD.a.edu/serviees
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UREC

JOB FAIR March 15th, S-7pm UREC Atrium
Check out your employment opportunities for May, Summer and Fall at UREC

Center for Muticultural and International Student Services
"Dr. Jocelyn Elders" March 16th, 7pm Wilson Hall
Former US Surgeon Genera] encourages students to take a more proactive role in issues of
health and politics 1n the 2 1st century.

Credit is reduced when your
m<ldifi~d Adjusted GfOSI Income

t'lceeds certain limits. Sp..:cial
rules apply for three or more
childn~n

Why 1\iltt fo r a refund? You
can lake home mort- money
C'I'Cr) payd~), if ) uu ask your
employer ro witJlhold less (Be

G~rcful to wjtJ,hold enough to
~~·mel

a pcnalty.)

See vour 1999 tu booklet
lor full detail!! Q, check the
11\S \Ve J, <Itt ' WW11.irs.gu1
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A tasty week
Students learn eating customs at
International Etiquette Banquet
ATHLEEN REU CHLE

K

_

JANE !\1cHUCHist11wr phmu~:rupfltr

Organizations In Friday night's Unity Cook-off had to make food using the colors
of their group.

Seven campus organizations
unite for a good cause, to eat
"This was a novel idea, it's really mce
and it's great to be doing something different," Larson said.
Lasagna, golden-fried chicken perfectFoucar-Szocki agreed."The entire event
ly seasoned, plump and juicy meatballs, and the idea of bringing students together
tender and oh-so-delicate salmon, to share recipes that have beenpassed
brownies, red velvet cake, blue-frosted down for generations in their families was
sugar cookies, pasta, banana pudding, phenomenal. The celebration of food really
curry chicken and so much more.
crosses over into every heritage and
No, this is not a dinner scene from allowed us to focus on raising finances to
"The Nutty Professor" or a menu for a give back to the local organizations."
Stomachs growled as the judges
five -star restaurant. These foods were
prepared and entered in competition for began to walk around sampling the food
the Unity Cook-off on Friday njght spon· at every table. The suspense built for
sored by the Iota Alpha Chapter of Delta those waiting to be judged and for those
Sigma Theta Sorority as a community waiting to eat.
When the judging was finished, memservice project.
Organizations urufied to raise money bers abandoned their tables to go attack
for local charities while stuffing their the dishes of their competition. Plates of
faces at the same time. Seven groups lasagna seemed to appear everywhere.
(Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Alpha Phi
The winner was Alpha Kappa AJpha
Alpha Fraternity, Club Latino, sorority. These ladies decorated their
lnsptrational Ensemble, JMU Hospitality, table in their sorority colors of salmon
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, and Students pink and apple green. They also added
for Minority Outreach) participated in the special effects of green w1ne glasses
the event. The host, Delta Sigma Theta and a banner. Among several items, they
Sorority, prepared food and set up a table prepared and nicely displayed salmon,
with charity information as well, but did green apple slices, punch, and their number one dish, chocolate-covered pink and
not compete.
With some teams consisting of over- green pretzels.
'We actually made the icing that covers
Lapping members, there was no room for
competitive tension. The night began on the pretzels. Then we sprinkled them pink,"
a positive note as people mingled with senior AKA member Allie Wright said.
Foucar·Szocki said of the winners,
other groups. Everyone was there hoping
to achieve one goal- unity. To give back ''The five of us agreed unanjmously on
to the community, to take the time and these ladies. The display was great, we
get to know some of the other members judged on creativity and color usage and
the food."
of other organizations and to eat.
The winners took home a check for
After aiJ, everyone has to eat.
Judges Rick La rson, assistant vice $116.50 from the registration fees and
president of student affairs, Reg Foucar- tickets. ''This year our project ts called
Szocki, director of hospitality, Chris Stup, Project Se'nd," said senior Shavalyea
coordinator of the University Program Wyatt, and AKA vice president.
"We raise funds to collect or purdiase
Board, Jeff Harrison, catering, and
George Barlow, assistant football coach, encyclopedias to send to Africa and that
certainly had their work cut out for them. is what will be using this money for."

(J)\MIKA NOTTINGHAM
l sta_f! writer

•

•

,•

contribuflll$ writer

After a hot day in Yemen, an AmeriCcln
businessman joins new friend s for a meal
In the m1ddle the table is one glass and a
bowloffood.
" It's very community-oriented , like
famHy style," said Ronald j . Points. He is
the U.S. representative to the
International Federation of Accountants
Public Sector Committee and a managing
director with PricewaterhouseCoopers
Washington Consulling Practice. "There
is only one glass for the table. Everyone
pours themsekres a drink, drinks it, then
passes the glass and pitcher along ... you
learn to sit on the nght side of the table if
you're thirsty.''
There are also no utensils, so you don't
1 have to worry about which fork to use.
"When I was prepanng to go to Yemen,
•SOmeone told me that it was going to feel
like stepping back 300 years in time when I
got off the airplane. And that is exactly
what it felt like," Points said. "You have
never done an audit if you haven't had
someone in the room with you that carried
a nne."
Points was a guest speaker at JMU's
Madison Marketing Association's "World
of Opportunity" International Etiquette
Banquet held at Mrs. Green 's last
Wednesday night. Each year the JMU marketing organization hosts an informative
session for students and business representatives to network. Business attendants help
send the Madison Marketing Association to
a coUegiate marketing competition, which
wiU be held in New Orleans this spring.
Thjs ~ear, Aerotek, Enterprise Rent-ACar, Vector Marketing Corporation, Sears,
Old Navy, Kroger, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Northrop Grumman, EDS, Wai -Mart,
JCPenney, OnCampusRecruiter.com and
Greenery by Lowes attended the event
Ann Keast, the president of Madison
Marketing, coordinated the evening that
mduded dmner, two guest speakers and
an award presentation.
Guest speakers Points and James F.
Coleman highlighted the evemng with col·
orful descriptions of their experiences conducting business abroad.
Points' advice on entering into the international arena included getting trained in
the states for three to five years before ven·
tu ring abroad . Once ready, the most
important thing about conducting business
in a foreign nation is learning how to
honor various customs.
"Situations can happen where you may
say ' I could never do lhat,' but you will
have to, because you would never want to
offend anyone who is taking grE•at pride tn
having you as their guest," Points said.
Adventurous stories of h1s trips to
Kazikstan, Yemen and Latin America captured the audience's attention.
In Kazikstan, Points recalled where he
was the guest at a Sunday lamb dinner. As

I

part of the tradition, at the end of the meal,
he was honored w1th having to eat has
choice of m<.>at off the lamb's head. Next,
he JOined a toast of fermented horse's milk,
JUSt previously chilled in the stream.
" It is of great pride for them to kill a
sheep in your honor," Points s.11d.
Points informed students that a fork is
not used to eat with in Vietnam, but
intstead to push things onto a spoon.
lie also warned left-handed s tudents to
switch to using them right hand when conducting bus10ess in the Maddie East,
because the left hand is considered dirty.
A special wt~rning was given to refrain
from trying to get down to business right
away when overseas.
"They want to talk to you and get to
know you." Points said. "They will spend an
hour just having conversation with you. It's
not the old Anglo-Saxon way of rushing
through things. "
Up next was Coleman, who is the \ice
president of lnternahonal Operations for
Northrop Grumman Electronic Sensors
and Systems International Inc. lie oversees
the company's Balbmore branch.
I lis advice on survivmg the mtemation·
at arena includes "being flexible, adaptable, and resilient."
He spoke of learning how to say at least
hello, goodbye, please, and thank you m
the country's language.
He also mentioned that 1t tS essential to
not come off as "arrogant, rash, or in the
habit of cutting to the chase."
Being well aware of appropriate greetings like bowing and using proper titles
such as ambassador, doctor or general are
also important.
As a tip, he said to arrive to any
appointments 20 minutes early since "it is
inevitable that you will get lost."
As far as negotiating goes, Coleman
offered that overseas clients are interested
in dealing with you as a pt!rson, and not so
much your company.
''You are the focal point. If things don't
work out, you are the one they will come
to," he said.
Other helpful tips included:
• Humor - not a good idea; sometimes
American humor is misunderstood
• Gift giving- know the rules and know
the law; don't play the one-up game
• Be gracious
• With blunders, apologize and drop it
• Forget business casual - dress conserva·
tively
• With business cards, take time to look at
them, so you can introduce people proper·
ly- don't shove them in your pocket
• Use resources- the Internet, CIA fuct
book, books, newspapers, magazines such
as T11e Ecouonust.
Coleman s uggested that when getting
to the country you will be doing business in, immediately get a copy of their
newspaper so you are-awa re of any
demonstrations that will be going on, for
your own safety.
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Food Sponsored by: Anthony's Pizza,
Little Caesar's, Luigi's, Buffalo
Wild Wings, Pizza Hut, S. Carlton St.
Offical Judges from: Walmart Super Center,
Q-101 and BOB,
· Campus Link

College Park
Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisanburg, VA A
(540) 432-1001 o..,"'"yc.,
EJ
•
• •""'\.#~

.. '

Office Hours
M-F
8:30a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.- 4:00p.m.
•Restnctlons May Apply: Must be 18 or older

UJUJUJ.COIIEgEpork.org
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Students share their souls at U PB Conclave
NGIE JENNINGS

Acomributing writer

Held in the PC Ballroom, the
University Program Board's Soul
Conclave Saturday night was a
peaceful assembly of souJs bear·
mg spirited creativity in front of
about 100 people.
junior Dana Broadnax, UPB's
director of issu es and cultural
awareness, said Soul Conclave
was an event s h e wanted to
bring back.
"Tangelia Rouse was a former
JMU student w ho put on the first
Soul Conclave in 1997 in collabora tion with Black Moo n
Prod uc tions," Broa dnax s aid .
"When s he graduated the follow·
ing yea r, the event seemed to
have been abandoned. I wanted
to carry o n a Soul Conclave tradi·
lion, so with the he lp of two
o th e r JMU s tudents, seni or
Sam ra T efe rra and junior
Ste phanie Vaughan, we w orked
to make it happen."
The s how was full of original
w ritings a nd dances, opening
with a poem by Broadnax that
asked if "to be or not to be" was
reaiJy a question at all.
A s ho rt, but inte nsive d r um
solo by freshman Cary Colburn
signaled the end of Broadnax's
poe m
and
introduced
" Revelations," a poem by sophomore Tyrone Jones. He ended the
poem with the self-empowering
stateme nt," Alii can do is rise."
Next , sen ior Damarius
Fleming and semor Chris Jones
gathered in the middle of the
s tage as the sound of Colburn's

AI.EX NORBO MkuntrtbutifiK pltutuwuplter

The University Procram Board sponsored Soul Conclave Saturday night In the PC Ballroom. Students
shared their talents by perfonnfne skits, readlne poetry and singing.

drum increased. "We need to
bring so me positivity to o ur
plight ... "Jones said to Fleming,
smoking a blunt, which, with the
aid of an empty sandwtch bag,
was supposed to be ma rijuana.
Soph o mo re Re nita Moore
was next to dis play her tale nt.
She read a p oem in which s he
s tated that "belief in the creator
should be the only salvation one
needs." Her poem 's e nd was
accented by a song by graduate
s tudent Mike Andrews, w ith
Colburn, senior Ernie Savage on
drums a nd junior Chri s
Oiegelman on guitar. Performers
in Sou l Concla ve gathered

behind Andrews, celebrating a nd
dancing. The song received an
ovation from Lhe audience.
Semor Nichole Flippen was
next, speaking about a man who
overlooks opportunity and c reates his own imprisonment. " It's
a shame how he moves so slow,
while the world around him
moves so fast," she said.
In the next poem, freshman
Daryl Watkins asked, "What If?"
" What if the world exploded
deep down inside, causing mass
destruction from which no man
can hide?"
Watkins then did a skit with
Moore, simulatmg a couple pro-

fessing their love to o ne another
and placing a romantic setting in
the audience's imaginations.
Walkins and Moore's skit ended
w 1th rhythm tc snaps of all the
performers' fingers.
Sophomore Anthony Little
s tepped in, first honoring jesus
C hris t for triumph over his
recent illness and hospital stay.
Little sang a love song to the
upbeat te mpo of the performers'
snaps. "No ma tter what you say,
no matter w hat you do, it really
don't ma tte r, 'cause I still love
you," he c:ang in a soft, smooth
voice. "Tha t one was for the
ladies," he s.1id
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Little then sang to the males in
the audience. " I know, f'm hoping tha t you know, that you can't
tum a ' ho' into a housewife."
Vaughan was next, reading a
poem comparing the mnocence
of chi ldhood to the hurt and
adultery of adulthood. " It hurts
to think you gave him everythmg," she said, "and all you got
was a broken heart Sex was an
addtction, a drug to me that left
me with a virus, I IIV. Damn, l' m
gone die."
Her words were put to life as
Fleming, acting as one of her love
interests, comes in unaware of
her previous monologue, calls
he r baby, and she walks away
with him.
Junior Gagan Bah, senior jaime
Lanier a nd sophomore Dantelle
Eure, simulated a d omestic dispute involving a father, mo ther
and child through dance.
Next, Fleming, a long with
o the r performers, si mulated a
prison scene in which one man is
consta ntl y doing s it-ups and
working out, another reads, and
others gamble.
Finally, the drummers began
to play as Moore d 1d an impres
sive tap dance. " I've been tap·
ping since I was 6," Moore said
after the show. "The dance 1 did
was purely improv. They played,
and I d anced."
Soul Conclave received a
s tanding ovation as the performers lined up and gave a final bow.
The performers then opened the
m1c to anyo ne in the audience
who had a poem or any other talent they would like to share.
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ART

MUSIC

MOVIES

Work by sophomore Rob Mtr: Ztrklc I louse An works Gallery
- Monday·ThursJ.•y. noon,S p.m., Fnday and S:nurd.ly, noon·4
p.m., free .
~ Work by sentor N1cole Haber: Ztrklc House Other GalleryMunday,Thursdoy, noon·S p.m., Friday and Saturday. noon· 4
p.m .• free.
~ ''Cias:.1' Jau," record album covers from the early '50s through
mid- '60s: Sawh11l Gallery, Duke Hall - Mond<ly·Fnday, 10:30
a.m.· 4 :30p.m., Saturday and Sunday, l :30-4:30 p.m.• free.
~ JMU Brass Ensemble: Music 13uilding, room 108- Monday,
Sp.m., $2.
~ JMU Faculty Rocttal, Carl Qmkowski, cello: Amhony-Secgcr
Audttonwn- T ues(ily, 8 p.m., free.
~ JMU Jan Ensemble: Wilson Hall Auditorium - Wednesday,
8 p.m., $6 and $8. x7000.
~ Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "The SiJtth Sense," "Scream 3,"
"Pttch Black," "Wonder Boys," $4.50 before 6 p.m , $6.50 after.
Call434-7107.
~ Rega l Cmcmas Ha rnsonburg 14: "The Beach," "Boiler Room,"
"The Cider House Rules," "The lnstder," "Stuart Llule," "Girl,
Interrupted," 'The G reen M1le," "The Hurricane," "Hangmg
Up," ''Next Fnday," "Snow Day," "The Ttgger Movte," "The
Whole Nme Yards," $4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.75 after. Call
433,7733.

If you would ltke an event featured in 'Style Weekly,• send aleuer c/o Style section,
G l Anthony-Steger Hall ; MSC 6805; JMU ; Harrisonburg ,VA 22807, mclude date,
cost and location of the event
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Co ll ege

credits
fo r

taxp ayers.
Upto$1500

Ronc up on lJ:( hrcak.< thilt ~~111
help yu11 foot the bill~; for
highc1 education.
The HOPE C11:dil can tut

The
Place
to Be!

your feclcro l

tli'C

up to s I 500

per undergraduate ~tudcnt per
)ear. Applies only to the Otsl
two ) cars of t:<>llcgc or other
post-secondary roursrs.

The

I ifetimc

Learning

Credit Ciln sa'c you up to S 1000
)'NI' In t•xcs for graduate,
professional or unde1 graduate
stud)'· You cannot claim both
credits for the san~c person in
the Silm e year.

a

434-5 I SO
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, Inc.
www.offcam usho • .com

Education 11\A. Contribute
up to SSOO n year per child until
the child turn$ 18.
Ami you can \\ ithdmw fund~
from many IRAs without being
charged an early \\ ithdrawal
1<1'<, if you u~e the f11nd~ to pay
for qualiOe<l expenses of higher
education.
For full detail~ on how to
~c )OUr 1999 IRS tax
boukltl. Or check (turW<'b site:

qualiry,

www.ir a.go''

•
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JMU
Freshmen have
152.7%")
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()~~lC

33 OJu1liJ~ o~ CO[{ rncornrn
per week.
----~

.~'
NONE ~an,
1-3

HIHJ

4-6

us ~

1-9
11-12

•

us

1U%

1.1%

11H1B

13+

Come in for nig-h tly
Raw Bar Specials!
GREAT LUNCH &
o\t-&NER SPECIAls
EVERYDAY!

Sandwich Specials
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
All Sandwich Specials Include I side of your chOice

Salads
All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95

~ ~
Fashion Show
interest meetings
for anyone
interested
in modeling,
contributing
ethnic fashion,
or just
helping out. . .

l
at 7PM in

1

SGA Office

j

M~r~h

1

- - - - ---..
March 2
at 7PM in
. Taylor 30_3 .j~
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The Man Who

to
Twenty-nine years after his world title fight,
'Hurricane' receives his championship belt
Story by Spons Edt tor Mike Gesario and Assistant Sports Editor Ryan Murray
Photos by Photo Edttors Alex Vessels and Katie Wilson
hey called htm
"Hurricane" because of
his ability to score an
early knockout. He had
"tremendously quick hands"
and "dynamite in both fists." lle
was called "the m~l explosive
!;lugger in the 1(,()-pound diVlsion" and at one time he had the
power and ability to become a
world champion.
Boxer Rubin "llurricanc"
Carter became a crowd favorite
aJmost unmediately. ln hJS first
fight, on Sept. 22. 1961, the
New Jersey-native defeated
Pike Reed m four rounds. The
>foot-8, 157-pound Carter won
dcsptte the fact that he was
actually in the crowd before the
match, not ~hedulcd to fight.
When his manager mformcd
him an opportunity to step in
the ring had opened up, Carter
scrambled and borrowed
equipment from other boxers.
"This was my dream,"
Carter told the audience in
Wilson Hall on Thursday rught.

T

''This is what!' d been working
for for years. I wasn't going to
let it pass me by."
Carter said he made his way
to the ring wearing purple
trunks, green socks and a baby
blue robe. Even Reed laughed at
the outfit, Carter said. When the
fight was over, it was Carter
w"ho was smiling, though.
"1 whooped his butt,"
Carter said. '1 won the fight.
That was a biumph of substance over form."
For the next three years,
Carter continued to impress the
boxing world. He posted a 204
record from the beginning of his
career until December 1964,
when he met Joey Giardello for
a World Middleweight TitJe
fight in Philadelphia. (He was 77-1 after that fight.) Thirteen of
Carter's 20 victories prior to
1964 came by knockout. He had
a string of six straight wins via
the knockout in 1962.ln 1963, he
scored a first-round TKO over
former welterweight champion

and future middleweight champion Emile Griffith in the first
round. Only once - in 1963 at
the hands of Jose GonzaJezwas he ever knocked out.
"When I was a prizefighter, I
never liked going the distance,"
Carter said. "I wanted to get it
over as quick as possible. They
didn't call me 'Hurricane' for
nothing."
Carter lost the title fight to
Giardello. ln the movie "The
Hurricane," Carter is portrayed as handily beating Giardello
throughout the 15
rounds of the
match.
GiardeUo, a
Philadelphia native,
still maintains he
won the fight. (lt was a
unanimous decision;
the three ringside judges
had Giardello winning by
six, five and three rounds.
Referee Robert Polis scored
the fight 72-66, in favor of
GlardeUo. A round-by-round
video can be seen on
GiardeUo's Web page at
tmuw.JCeygiar-dello.coln.

Giardello, who retired with a
100-25-7 record with one no
contest, watched the movie
with a Philodelpltia Daily News
reporter. In the resulting article,
Giardello, 69, is quoted as saying, "] don't believe this. This is
a joke. He never hit me that
much in 15 rounds." He also
said Carter congratulated him
after the fight and was not complaining about the verdict.
"He wasn't complaining
because he djdn' t have anything to complain about,"
Giardello, who has filed a libel
suit against the producers of the
movie, ~id. "I was better than

him. I know it, he know:. it,
C\ crybody who '~as ~t ~h~ fight
that night know~ tt. It s JUSt too
bad .lll th1.• propll.' who ~"C this
mov1c won' t know tt "
Aftl'r tht.- title fight, C<trtcr's
record c;lippt.>d I ll• went c;..l in
196S <tnd 2-3- l m 1%6 !11~ fall
from championship malcnallo
3n average fighter ha'i led to
some critics calling the
Hurricanl' the forerunner of
Mike Ty'>On - when hewn~ on
top of his game hl' was un.stoppabtc, but if he fell behind or
was not motival\.'<.1, he usually
came out the loser.
Whatever the outcome of
that Litle fight and the result it
may or may not have had on his
career, Carter was to
begin preparation
for his second title
shot this time
agamst Dick
Tiger, who
had won a 10round deciSion over
Cartcrm
May of 1965
- before the
fateful night
of Oct. 14,
1966, when he
was arrested.
One can
onJy wonder,
"what if?"
What if
Carter

hadn't been arresh..'<i bcfon..- h~
tille hght? If Cart~r hadn't ll ~t
20 H'al' of his ltfe in Trenton
St,1te Prison, could he hav~
lx.'COme a boxing k•gend?
Deciding that willl,....k•ft up
to the imagination.
But, the fact remains thai
Carter, now a Hall of J.ame
member who retired with a !712-1 record, stood on thl• W1 'iOn
Hall stage on Thun.day and
held up his WBC's World
Championship Belt, which h~
was awarded at the council' ...
30th annual convention in L •s
Vegas in 1993.
"The dream of every pri7'-'fighter is to become champ1on
of the world," Carter &aid." I111S
belt is a symbol of that
great victory of
substanre ov~r
form. Ewn
lost dreams
maybe
aren't lost.
Dare to
dream."
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From 'Ph.lJ. in prison brutality'
to civil rights, 'Hurricane' delivers powerful message to audience
HURRICANE, from page 1

The Times, They
Aren't A-Changin'
ubin "Hurricane" Carter
described his years in
prison as "excruciating,''
and said not only did he not comm.it the murders, but he "could not
and would not" do such a thing.
Carter has been a free man since
1985, when he was released from
prison (his indictment was overturned in 1988) and he now
spreads his message of a
need for change as a
speaker.
"ln order for
change, we need a
new way of thinking, a new way of
acting and a new
attitude," Carter
said." ... People
have a love/ hate relationship with change.
We want everything to
get better, but still remain the
same. We want everything the
easy way." .
The world is now at a "point of
virtual destruction and disaster,"
he said.
Carter pointed to racial tensions
as a major cause of this plight,
although he shied away from

R

the word racism.
"Ra~m does not exist and yet
we all thmk we know something
about this," he said. " ... There is
one group of people on this earth
- the human people. We all
belong to it.
.
" ... Whether we like it or not,
whether we want it or not, we are
all brothers and sisters."
However, this one race is still
divided up by its people's different
colors, Carter said. He called these
groups "tribes" and the tensions
between them "tribalism."
Right now, the white tribe is in
control of the planet, he said,
although this hasn't always been
the case. At some point, each of the
tribes has ruled the world.·
,;Ovilizations rise and dvilizations fall," Carter said. What separates the while tribe and gives the
members power is their willingness to use "massive destructive
forces." There's a proliferation of
"smart bombs being armed by
dumb people."
Although there is one "mixed"
tribe, the tribes are inherently
rivals.
''We are in a state of competition on this earth, tribe competing
against tribe," Carter said.
"Competition brings out the worst
in you and me."
Each tribe .has its own identity

Far Left: Audience members listen ea&erty to Rubin
.. Hurricane" Carter &Jve a speech In a p8Cked
Wilson Hall auditorium Thursday nfCht.
Middle: 'LIYin' on a cloud,' the man himself.
Top rl&ht: With his championship belt at his aide,
Carter •l&ns copies of his book. SlxtHtrtlt Round, out·
side the auditorium lifter his speech.

march in Washington, D.C. on
Monday to support Jamal.
''There [should be] no perfect
punishment - death - from an
imperfect system," Carter said.

and its members stick together
because they are drawn to people
who look, talk and act alike. Carter
said members of the black tribe
have stereotypes about the other
tribes.
" lf you're white, you're all
right," he said. " lf you're yellow,
you're mellow. lf you're brown,
you can hang around. If you're
black, get back!
"Black people, black males in
particular, operate under a pressure cooker. We know thirtgs
aren't right."
Eventually, Carter said, the
pressure just explodes.

"Nothing in my life has been
easy for me," Carter said.
Fortunately, he said he's had some
"angels" to help him along the way.
One was a fellow sold ier he met
while in the Army. He helped Carter
conquer a Ufe-long speech impediment.
"People laughed at me," Carter
said. "I felt really, really dumb. And
when people laughed, the only
SOWld they heard was the sound of
my fiSt whizzing through the air.
My fists did the talking then. That
stopped the laughter for awhile."
Carter said his friend "stopped
and made me reali.ze 1 had a problem.'' By helping Carter understand
himself and work through his problem, Carter's angel helped him channel his frustration into positive ener-

Cruel and Unusual
Punishment
Much of Carter's own pressure
comes from his fight against the
death penalty, a fate he narrowly
avoided when he was sentenced
for the murders. He said more
than two miltion people are in
prison in the U.S., more than in
any other country.
''Four thousand humans are on
Death Row awaiting execution for
something they may or may not
have done,'' Carter said.
"Newspapers don' t even tell
you about it anymore, it's so commonplace.''
Carter discussed several current cases, including Betty Lou
Beets, a Texas grandmother convicted of Jllurdering her husband
who was executed the evening
Carter spoke, and Mumia Abu
Jamal, a former Philadelphia-based
journalist who was convicted of
killing a police officer in the early
1980s. Jamal's case has been a
cause cele'bro and inspired the
Millions for Mumia march in
Philadelphia last April. Students
asked the audience to attend a

-

Carter's Angels ·

gy.
"1 found my voice and the words
came tumbling out like rhe unbri-

1

dled Niagara," Carter said. "People
haven' t been able to shut me up
since."
Carter now ba54..:>S part of his
career on public speaking.
"We do not have to accept the
limitations imposed on us by society
or by ourselves," he said.
Carter hasn't forgotten the
impact his friend had on him, and
he emphasized thatlitt.le actions can
make a big difference further on
down the road.
"Today is what is because yesterday was what it was," he said .

see HURRJCANE page 23
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WHEN YOU RIDE DRUN~1. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD Cu HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

\'I

Alcohol quickly affects your juclgment. balance. and coordination. When these faculties~~
arc impaireci, riding hetomes mort' than difficult II bet'onws dangerous. Don't drink
anti ride. Or your Ins! drink mif,!hl bt· your last drink. MOTORCYCtE SAFm 1 t•. ·s If

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Thanks to you, all sorb uf .:vcryday praduds art' being made from matorlals
you've recycled But lo keep rt'Cyding wo rking for the future, yuu nl.'cd lo look
for these produds and buy them. For a free: brochure, calll·BOO·CALL·EDF.
.,.__.,
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Need Some CASH for Spring Break?
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AnLhony-Seeger Hall
James Madison Unversity
Harnsonburg, VA 22807
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Alumni:

Model Hours
M-F 10-6
SAT 12-5
• Cbance of Winning 1 in 15
• Contesl Begins Feb. 17
• Musl begin leasing process~elween Feb. 17
o n conlesl day.
• Call for details, s·o me reslriclions apply.
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Not-so-Ordinary People
'The Hurricane' is the latest person to achieve iconic status anzong other
legends courtesy of the American media. Does he buy into the hype?
Essay by Courtney Crowley • enior Writer

e American media loves to crete celebrity. It elevates ordmary
people who happen to be pretty
to unearthly plateaus. lf you have an
incredible story- read Scott O'Grady,
the pilot shot down over Bosnia- you
might become a hero. AJI of this might
last until your looks fade or your 15
minutes of fame are over.
But every now and again, a person
comes along who is hcroit, popular,
outgoing and intelligent. The person,
who perhaps has an unbelievable
phght, trilnsccnds celebrity to become
an 1con, a legend in hi'> own hme.
Books are wntten, and perhaps son~
are sung, movies are made and newspaper- pla!>ter that pen.on's likeness
within its pages with dramatic headlines trumpeting that perron's story
and mess.1ge
Peo ple elevated to legendary stil·
tus in recent history mclude ~artin
Luther King, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, George C. Marshall, john
P. KennL>dy, Bob Dyl.m, Jimi Hendrix,
john Lennon, Bob Marley, james
Dean, Elvis, john Wayne, jacloe
Robinson and Michael jordan, among
many others.
Some remain untainted; the lega
cies of some of them have come
crashing to earth when the1r humamty is revealed: the flawed character
traits or short tempers. Their legends
were cultivated by some force
greater than them and are dependent
on society buying into the idea that
they a re superhuman and not ordinary. Often their images are propaga ted by facts that are less than accurate- the stories about their guile
and strength are embellished. And
yet, they are legends because we
believe they are. We buy into the
mythology.
Rubin "llurricane" Carter is, perhaps, the latest man to join the pantheon of legendary figures in Amenca.
The process from ordinary middleweight boxer to icon has been 30
years in the making. It began when his
plight to prove his innocence agains t a
corrupt, racist conspiracy was lionized
by Bob Dylan in his ballad
"Hurricane." This man, Rubin Carter,
could have been champion of the
world, right? Over to you, Mr. Dylan.
Here COIIICS tlte story of Tire Hu rriame
Tire mtrn the authorities cnme to blame
For somctlrin' that he tlever done
Put in a prison cell, but one l ime Ire coulda beerr

The dmmpion of tire world.
Dylan failed to mention Carter's
chances of being champion of the
world were slim, as he went7-7-1
before his 1966 arrest following his
championship bout loss to joey
Giardello Ln 1964. But none of this mat·
ters. With Dylan's ballad, the process
of making a mythological figure was

underway
Carter faded away for
awhile, educated himself
in prison, and was finally
released an 1985 and exonerated in 1988. He then
faded again. Enter phase
two o ( making a legend.
While he penned several books, Carter's legend stock has soared
agam only recently with
the h£>1p o( llollywood.
His v1sage is currently
being illuminated on the
silver" n."Cn by Ot>n~.el
Washington. In addihon,
the med1<1 has made sure
Carter i!> everywhere.
Feature stories, news <~rti
cles, appc.1rances on l<llk
shows- even C-SPAN!
He's a bona fide laving
legend, right? He beat the
system, survived and
lived to tell about it m an
eloquent manner from an
A LEX VESSELS/Jllmln rJt/olr
advanced sociological perspective.
Rubin 'Hurricane' Carter meets with visitors In
Of course he is, isn't he? Wilson Hall's basement before his speech.
His presence at JMU
Thursday night brought thousands of
mythological example of beating the
students flocking to Wilson flail. The
system."
overOow crowd was 1mpressive as
A good argument IS presented
well -Crafton-Stovall Theatre, the
here: Dylcln is a legend in folk music,
Airport Lounge and Taylor 202 also
an icon of the 1960s. Por one legend to
filled to capacity. There hasn't been an
write about another, and for his song
outpouring of student interest in a
to remain in the collective consciousness 30 years after it was released, and
speaker like this since the cast of "The
Real World" came to campus. But the
almostlS years after Carter's release
crowd to see Carter speak was even
from prison, is a sign that Carter reprelarger than the one that turned out to
sents something larger.
see the M1V gang. And it waited
Senior Makau Maitha said, " ln a
patiently.
way, !Carter) represents more than
The intere.,t in seemg "The
what happened to him. He represents
Hurricane" seemed almost likejMU
those on death row who have been
announced it was bringing Elvis or
wrongly accused."
someone in for a concert. ll was a
But does this make him a mythoturnout for a legend, a mythological
logical f1gure?
figure.
"Just here to hear his story," junior
" I think he's larger than life - look
Becky Miller said. " I guess he's seen
at that line outside, it's insane," freshsomewhat as a mythic figure, but those
man Chad Stender said.
who study history know he's just a
man with an incredible story."
Junior Richard Walsh said, "He's been
So the pendulum has swung. When
hyped up so much. He could be like a
folk hero 50 years from now. I'll be
you think about it, are FDR, JFK, MLK,
able to tell my grand kids 1saw him
Marshall, Kennedy, Dylan, Hendrix,
when he came to my school."
Wayne, Dean, Robinson, Marley,
Hmmm. Hey kids, ·nrere once tOOS a
jordan, Lennon, or any of the others,
nmn named '11te Hurricane.' TI1e media
legends?
made lrrm out to be the only umn sane. As
Who knows really? When it comes
down to deciding who's a legend, it's
Iris book sales climlx>d, his legend toos
timed, mtd II is imnge was elevated to an
basically a judgment call. That's like
determining who the best quarterback
etlrercal plain.
Senior jeff Hankley said, "Tpersonin history is- you're always going to
have a dissenting vote. But in this case,
ally wonder the effect it's had on him,
on his ego, if he's maintained a level
there was a deciding vote cast against
head. The incredible power the media
Carter's non-entrance to the pantheon
has to bring issues to life.
of American mythology- hls own.
"I don't react to it. It doesn' t exist,"
Had it not been for Dylan, people
Carter said. "I don't go for that at all.
never would have known what happened to him. I really do think [he's
It's just a myth."
And that's that.
become a mythological figure). He's a

•
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The Hurricane's
Greatest Battle
Carter was 29 years old m 1966, the year
three wh1te people v.:ere shot and killed
and another was shot and wounded 10 ,,
New je~y bar.
" I was mamed to a beautiful lad) and
had a tx.•,lutiful daughter (3 yean. old at the
time}," C.arler S<Hd.
lie had a 36-foot yacht and a CnJillac El
Dorado with his name £>mbla.t..om.-'d on the
side.
" J,.,•as a neon sign with a chap on his
~houkkr," Carter ~1 1J
Ocsp1tc the ch1p, C.utcr s<ud he had no
reason to be considered a sus pt>ct for the
murders lle had a !;(>lid alibi, no motivation, d1Jn't fit the dt>scription of tht• culprits
and p.l'!:>l'CI a lie dell-ctor test.
Shll, two lifelong uiminals got ,, finan cial awMd and JUdaca,,llcmency for saying
lhey bciW Carter and h1s com p<~mon, John
Artis, at the scene of the cri m e Both Cuter
and Artis were com•1ctl'd and got thr('l' hfe
terms
In 1980, Carter ll'CCI\'Cd a lcller from a
15-yeM-old boy llilrncd Lcsra M.utan, who
had bl~n rescued from a Brooklyn ~hctto
and t.1kcn to live wath several C 1n.1dnns
Although Le~ra w.ls .m hono~ student
who was J lso 11litcratc, the Canadi,\11!'.
helped Lcsra with hil> studies and I.e is
now a l,1wyer in Canada The mov1c "The
Hurricane" focuses on Lesrn and the
Canadians' relationship with Carter, who
they helped free from ,ail.
"Hate put me in pnson, but love busted
me out," Carter said. " After 20 years in
prison, truth won by a knockout."

Worth the Wait
For the lucky 1,300-plus students who
were able to see Carter in Wilson, the long
wait m line outside was worth 1t.
"I thought it was very inspirational,"
junior Richard Walsh said. " It definitely
touched the heart."
Sophomore Daryl Watkins said, " It
was powerful. I' m glad a lot of people
tumed oul."
llowever, Watkins said it concerned
him that people may have come to see
Carter because of the recent surge in h1s
profile rather than to hear his message.
"One thing I worry about is that people came because of his fame," Wa tkins
said.
Although several students said the
movie propelled them to see Carter in
person, some said they would have come
regardless of the movie.
" I ca me because there's such a story
behind him. I want to see whClt he has to
say, not what the movie says," sophomore Shannon johnson said.
junaor RhauCheeca Fuller said, "I just
wanted to see the man in person; I would
have come to see him even if the movie
wasn't out."
Alan MacN utt, director of public safety, said the event's success surpassed
expectations.
"Since the event was not by ticket sale
but by free entry, we had no idea how
many would come."
Because of the large crowd, the university set up Jive TV transmission out of
Wilson for the first time.
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Looking for a Summer Job?
come to

Camp Fair
2000
Tuesday, February 29
10 am-2 pm
PC Ballroom
The following Christian
camps will be represented:
Highland Retreat Center
Camp Paddy Run
Camp Brethren Woods
Camp Massanetta
Camp Rainbow Connection
Occohannock on the Bay
Camp and Retreat Center
Camp Hanover
Camp Piankatank
Camp Glenkirk
Camp Little Crossroads
Camp Overlook
Camp Alta Mons
Chesapeake Center

Camp Directors will be looking for
summer counselors, life guards,
and other summer staffpositions

Sponsored by Presbyterian Campus Ministry, 433-3502

Can ' t make it to the fair? Visit our website for camp websites with job descriptions and applications:

www.jmu.edu/orgs/presbyteriancm
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Four season Mouncaln Rcson

Lifeguards Needed!
Hours: vary
Status: Part-time; 20 hrs/wk
Schedule: includes evenings,
weekends & some holidays

... New Reflections ...
Providing

Excellent Electroloysis and Waxing

and Lash & Brow Tinting Services
since 1986.
_
433 6270

FREE SKIING, FREE USE OF FACILITIES
AND MORE!

Conveniently located on Neff Avenue, behind Valley Mall

contact 7ina at 289-4939. (Mon. - Fri., 9 am-5 pm)

For mo re information about any of these positiOns.

Le1 UREO hel» build 111

Your

UREC Job !'air
Wed. March 15

5-7pm
UREC Atrium
Applications are
available at the A -:14'£:):. .
Welcome Center. UREC
Applications are ...... :.~nu.w.m
due by March 24. ~ ~

For more information call x8700 or
visit ~ur webpage at
www.Jmu.edu/
recreation
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Mon.-Sat. 11- 8 p.m.
Call for directions.

SPORTS

2.0

W. Water St
Harnsonbu

BOWLinG

433-5550

HOURS

- Most releases will be on sale
$12.99 and less.

Sun. 9:30-11:30 S7
Wed.10-12 S7
fri 10-1 S1 0
Sat. 12-2 S1 0

31 06 s. main st.
434-8721

$1 Off Buffet All Week
w/ JACCard
PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

TODAY.

•

•

Shouldn't your ad be
here?
Call 568'-6121 for advertising infonnation.
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SeCond halves ·doom. Dukes
ODU breaks halftime tie for 97th-straigh·t CAA victory Without Perry,

JMU can't stop
Mason's repeat

IKE GESARIO
sports editor

M

For 20 minutes, the JMU women's
basketba ll team hung wi th th e 15thranked Old Dominion Monarchs. During
the first half, the Dukes' constant hustle
kept the Monarchs off-ba la nce. Sh ots
ODU would normally make were not
falling and after o ne half, JMU was tied
with ODU, 35-35.
The second half was a different story,
as the Monarchs (22-4 overall, 24-0 in the
CAA) looked more like the team that has
not lost a conference game since 1995.
And in the end, ODU pulled away from
JMU and left the Convocation Center with
an 84-64 win.
"You've got to give credit for the first
eight minutes of the second half that ODU
put together," JMU Coach Bud Childers
said. "They turned up the heat and got to
the basket and just did a great job. That
was when the game was decided."
It was the Monarchs' 97th-straight conference victory. Their last loss ~as a Feb.
19, 1995, loss to JMU in Harrisonburg. All
four of ODU's losses this season have
come to top-25 teams. JMU's loss, played
in front of 1,857 people, snapped their 11game home winning s treak.
"The firs t ha lf was a great battle,"
ODU Coach Wendy Larry said. "James
Madison created some opportunities for
themselves and made their own breaks.
Defensively we weren't very sharp, nor
offensiveJy were we very sharp. But in the
second half, I thought Old Dominion crea ted oppo rtunities for themselves and
scored in transition. And we had some
good outside s hooting today."
The Dukes {16-9, 9-5) took a 5-2 lead
early in the game on a three-pointer by
junior guard Mandy White and continued
to roll in the first half, leading by as many
as four points.
ODU then tied up the game with
under eight minutes to play in the first
h a lf and the two team s continued to
trade bas kets.
The Monarchs took advantage of the
younger Dukes' lineup - at one point
Childers had four freshmen on the floor
- a nd led by five when Childers was
forced to take a time~out with five min·
utes and 25 seconds to play in the half.
The Dukes managed to come bade,
thanks in part to a perfect 6·6 s hooting
performance at the foul line from freshman forward Shanna Price, and tied the
game at 35 on sophomore guard Jody
Williams' shot in the closing seconds of
the first half.
Despite being tied a t the half, JMU
had only five players score points in the
first h a lf. freshman forward Moll y
Williams led all scorers with 11. White
and Price each had 10 and Jody Williams
and sophomore forward Katie Hardbarger each had two.
ODU proved to be the s uperior team
early on in the second half. The Monarchs
took a 39-38 advantage on a put-back by
Tiffany Thompson and never looked back.
"We needed to control the things that
we can control, which are talking to each

ASON MciNTYRE
, senior writer

PATRICK RORST/stc!IJphutu}lrtlflhtr

Freshman forward Molly Williams scored 17 points In the Dukes' 84-641oss to Old
Dominion at the Convocation Center on Friday night.

other, knocking down our shots, playing
team defense and n ot paying so much
attention to the crowd and to the fans,"
ODU for ward Natalie Diaz sa id . "We
m ade our adjustments at halftime. We
talked about some of the things we were
doing well, but m o re impo rtantl y we
talked about the things we weren't doing
well. I think that we came out a little
more fiery.''
ODU e r upted for a 22-3 run and
opened up a 57-41 lead . Hamche tou
Maiga was a key to the Monarchs' run.
She scored s ix of her 15 points during that
second-half run.
"Our mind set may have slipped a little bit," Mo ll y Williams said . " We
weren't physically and me ntally prepared for what they brought to us. Our
mind set wasn' t there."
Childers said, " I told them at halrlime
that these people a re trying to protect
their turf and you guys invaded thal a little bit in the rirst hair, so they are going to
come out with all guns blazing. I'm not
sure we got that message."
While ODU went on a tear, shooting

55.2 percent from the field in the second
half, JMU floundered . The Dukes' shooting percentage was 28.6 percent in the
ha lf. They were 1-7 from three-poin t
range and were outscored 49-29 in ~he
second half.
"We s tood around," C hilders said.
"We didn' t attack the bas ket with any
gus to in the second half. 1 thought o ur
guards set the tone in the second half for
us not being aggressive on offen se. We
had numerous opportunities to go to the
basket on the dribble and we shied away
from it. That led to the long drought."
Several Dukes were also in fou l trouble, which hurt the team's chances o f
hanging with the Monarchs. Junior center
Stacey Todd picked up two early fouls
and played only 10 minutes before fou ling
ou t with 7:17 left in th e game. With
sophomore center llollee Franklin out for
the y~r with a patella tendon injury, the
loss of Todd put more pressure on Molly
Williams. Withams responded, scoring 17
points in the game - more pomts than
see MONA RCHS page 29

FAlRFAX- lt wasa tale of two halves.
The fi rst h a lf saw JMU rid e great
rebounding, balanced scoring and tight
defense to a 35-32 halftime lead.
The second 20 minutes were the
antithesis. While JMU's senior leader Jamar
Perry was sidelined with an injured right
knee and facing a ball-hawking full-court
press, JMU turned the ball over a seasonhigh 22 times and fell to George Mason 7664 Saturday in a pivotal CAA game before
a sellout crowd at the Patriot Center.
"They're probabl y one o f the most
aggressive teams I've faced in my span as
a head coach," JMU Coach Sherman Dillard said. "The defensive pressure can be
bothersome."
The loss d ropp.?d JMU ( 18-8, 11-4) into
second place, a half-ga me ahead of Richmond, who lost to Virginia Common wealth on Saturday. The Patriots improved
to 18-10, 12-4, but, m ore importantly,
clinched their second-straight CAA regu lar season title and top seed at next weekend 's CAA tournament. JMU can clinch
the number-two seed with a w in over
UNC-Wilmington today at the Convocation Center. If the Dukes finish second,
they w ill likely face number seven seed
William & Mary (6- 10, 11 -16). Jf the
Dukes lose to UNC-W, they will finis h
third in the CAA and p lay the sixth seed.
" I think if we' re playing with a full
d eck, if we' re playing with another ball
handler o n the floor, a seasoned player,
our second leading scorer, I think we do a
much better job o( handling the pressure,"
Dillard said . He was referring to senior
Jamar Perry, who was lost to a knee injury
in the second half and didn't return.
"In the first half, we were right there,"
Dillard said. " Losing Jamar Perry in the
see TOP page 33

CAA Standings
CAA
George Mason
James M•dison
Richmond
UNC-Wilmington
Virginia Commonwealth
Old Dominion
William & Mary
East Carolina
American

12-4
11-4

11-5
8-7

Overall
18-10
18-8
16-11

15-11

7·8

14-12

6-10

11·18

6-10
5-1 I
4-11

11-16
10.17
9-17

Saturday's Scores
George Mason 76, James Madison 64
William &: Mary 70, American 60
UNC-Wilmington 70, Ea~t Carolina 55
Virginia Commonwealth 80, Richmond n

Remaining Games
Monday:

UNC-Wilmlngton al james Madison, 7 p.m.
Tuesday ~

Va. Commonwealth at American, 7:30p.m
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Don' t tn.iss Vee's
Spectacular specials!
~

14.
.
..

'•

2 Crispy Chicken '
or
2 Geaeral Tso Chickea
or
oaeofeacb
for. ONLY

$10.95 ....

"Choosing From Us Is The Smartest

10.

Registration for Reach Out Climb
begins Feb. 28. Sign up today for this
chanty climbing event taking place on
April I.

9.

Sign up for UREC's Biathlon and begin
your training program. April 8, 2000
is coming fast!

8.

Attend a climbing class at the UREC
climbing waJI on March 18 from
9 am. - 3 p.m.

7.

The First Aid Clinic is on March 17
from 2-5 p.m. The cost is only $25.
Register by March I 6.

6.

Get certlfled In CPR-PR on March 18
from 9 am. - 2 p.m. It only costs
$25. Register by March 16.

5.

Get the real scoop about er_.gogenic
aids at Where the "Aid" in Ergogenic

s

Aids?

March IS from 7 - 8 .m
• Prospecbve Tenant Screenrng
• Rent Colledlons
• Property Matntenance Scheduling
• Computenzed TrunsactiOfls

-

4.

Check out the March Madness
Nutrition Incentive Program on
March I. DetaJis In the Atrium.

3•

Sign up for a Nutrition Analysis and a
Fitness Assessment.

2.
1•

Try out the nev~ BoXIng Rtness class
In the Aerobic Studio.
Get some friends together for a game
of water basketball in the pool.

Sign up for all programs at the Program Registration Desk.
For more Info, call ><8700 or visit http://wM.v.jmu.edu/recreatlon
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Fencing team captures state championship

·--

Saddig, Schwartz win individual honors as Dukes win third consecutive Virginia title

T

RAVIS CLINGENPEEL

l had seen her."
Campbell said, " I think Tara
surprised herself in how well she
When JMU first participated fenced against Lin. Once she
in the Virginia Intercollegiate realized that she could score, I
. Women's Fencing Champithink she got over her nervousonships in 1974, the school was
ness a little."
known as Madison College.
Schwartz had a team best 12The name of the school may 0 day and defeated sophomore
have changed since then, but the
teammate Kelly Scott to win the
Dukes' domination of the meet individual competition on sabre.
has remained constant
This is an impressive accomOn Saturday, the Dukes conplishment considering this is
tinued that domination by finSchwartz's first year on sabre.
ishing as the overall team cham ·
last year, she won the s tate
pions, winning first place in championship on epee.
each of the three swords and
"Individually I think I per·
having two of the three individformed very well," Schwartz
ual winners.
said. " In the pa st couple of
"They did it all," JMU weeks, I d idn't think I was doing
Coach Paul Campbell said. as well as I am capable of, but I
"They fenced their hearts o ut.
think 1pulled it together today."
It's just an all-around incredible
Campbell said, "That was an
performance."
incredible difficult situation for
Sophomores Tara Saddig and
Kelly Scott and Maggie McCoy
Allison Schwartz finished first in (who finished third in the foil at
their swords.
9-3). Allison is doing 90 percent
Saddig moved up to ejghth of their training. With three
place on the all-time win list for squads and two coaches, we
JMU foilists, going 10-0 on the haven't been able to d o a Lot
day and defeating Virginia with the sabre squad. Allison is a
Tech's Jennifer Lin to win the great fencer and has developed
individual competition on foil.
into a great coach and captain
Lin is a very solid fencer who for that squad."
was on the same club team in
Perhaps the most difficult task
high school as Schwartz - so. of the afternoon fell on the shoul·
Saddig didn't have an easy task.
ders of junior Vicki I<arousos,
"I just found out yesterday who fenced against the Universithat she (Lin] was in this state,"
ty of Virginia's Kim Yasutis for
Saddig said. '1 had managed to
the individual championship on
avoid fencing her all day and so epee. Yasutis has given
when I got up on the strip that Karousos a lot of trouble in their
last time that was the first time previous meetings.

comributing writer

Monarchs
too much
for Dukes

"Kim doesn't have a classical
style, she's very unorlhodox,"
Campbell said. "She has a very
effective unorthodox s tyle. It's
tough to go up against someone
Uke that who just uses their ath·
leticism so much like Kim does."
Karousos fell behind by six
points early and could never
quite recover despite pulling
w ithin three at one point. She
finished in se1:ond place with a
9-1 mark.
"She got down a little early
and once she decided that she
could do it she got going but
was in just too big of a hole,"
Campbell said.
Karousos said, "She's a really
interesting fencer in that you
really d on't know what she's
going to do. lf I hadn't fallen so
far back at the beginning that
would have helped, but I was
able to close the gap a little."
These three weren't the only
fencers who had big days on Saturday. Senior captain Laura
Webb won five matches and
moved in to sole possession of
third place on the all-time win
list for JMU foilists with 214
career wins.
Junior I<im Roberts finished
third in the epee, going 9-2 on
the day and moved into first
place on the all-time list for epee
with 211 wins on the weapon.
The next competition for the
Dukes is the conference championships, in Madison, N.J., on Sat·
urday at8 a.m.
Last year, the team finished

MADELINE bROOKSit·umrillwinJI plluw~:ruphu

The JMU fencing team finished first In the overall team, fotl team,
epee team and sabre team competitions on Saturday.

third, but everyone has much
higher expectations this year.
" If everybody fences like they
did today all day, we'll do well,"
Campbell said. "Our goal all

year has been top three in conference, if no t taking first."
The NCAA Mid-Atlantic and
So uth Rcgi o nals are held on
March 12 in State College, Pa.

Men win eighth title in last nine years; women's team finishes second

1

=

I.

Swimmers win CAA title again

MONARCHS, from page 27

any other player except for
White, who had 20- but she
too fouled out in the final minute
of the contest.
" We just didn't have enough
juke for the long haul," Childers
said. ' The early fouls to Stacey
Todd really did us in. We were
just very shorthanded."
Larry said, ''Every team in
this conference believes that
when they play Old Dominion,
it's a big game for them. They
[the Dukes) p layed with a great
deaJ of emotion and a great deal
of passion in the first half. Sometimes emotion is hard to sustain
for four minutes. On the other
hand, I thought we were a little
flat in the first half."
The Dukes close out ~he regu·
lar season w ith two road games
- one on Wednesday against
George Mason and one at American on Sunday.

I

f' ILE PHOTO

The JMU women's swimming and diving team finished second In
the CAA for the second straight season.

The JMU men's swimming
and diving team su ccessfull y
defended its CAA Champi ·
onship on Saturday. n,e Dukes
won the conference title for the
second straight season, this time
compiling 602.50 team points.
Old Dominion finished second
with 57/ points.
It is JMU's eighth conference
championship in the last nine
years. The Dukes' streak of CAA
titles began in the 1991-'92 season. They won the championship in each of the next five
years, but finished second in the
1997-'98 campaign.
The JMU women's team fin ·
ished second at the conference
meet with 563 points. East Car·
o lina won the championship
with 587 poin ts, its first since
1997 and its third in the last five
years. UNC-Wilmington placed
thtrd, finishing one point behind
the Dukes.
JMU had been in first place
heading mto the final day of
competition. 1t held a slim onepoint advantage ovet; ~~Y;

Sophom o re AC Cruick highlighted the Dukes'
performance with a CAA-record
finish in the 400-yard individual
med ley. Sh e won the event in

s han~

4:24.32.
JMU Coach Gwynn Evans
sha red the women's Coach o f
the Year award with ECU Coach

Rick Kobe.
Evans is in her second year as
the Dukes' head coach. ller team
finished second in the conference last year ao; well.
American 's Frank Byskov
was the meet's most outstanding
male performer. UNC-W's Kate
Milling was the women's to p
performer. Byskov won the 200-,
500· and l~ya rd freestyle and
was on the winning 400-yard
freestyle relay team. Milling captured the 50- and 100-ya rd
freestyle eve nts.
AU Coach Mark Davin was
named the menJs Coach of the
Year after guiding his team to a
third-pl.ace finish.
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Making decisions on where to live next year
until you have checked out all your options.

THINK
about what location and amenities
will meet your needs.

434-51·50
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, INC
www.offcampushousing.com
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JMU's Top 50 Athletes
JMU's ToP 50 AllfLETES
The lacrosse team opens it
season tomorrow agc1inst North
Carolina, so we continue our
coWltdown with two of that prcr
gt'c'lm 's top players.
JMU has had five lacrosse
first-team All-Americans- Diane
Such ln 1988, Nora Maguire in
l992 and Carolyn Carr in 1995
were the prog-ram's first three.
Our selectio ns are the tw o
most recent All-Americans. One
holds the JMU career records for
goa ls, assists and points. The
other ranks in the top five in each
of those categories.
THE TOP 50

Sydney Beasley
Linton Townes
Plordta Jackson
Shem,an Dillard
P. McSorley
Brent Bennett

Charles Haley

Gary Clark
A. Williamson
Jennifer Cuesta
L. Collingwood
Cathy Cole
Carol Thatc
Terri Caskill
l.A."e Mc'I:Alnnugh Chris Gillies
Suzi Slater
Bill)' Sample
Juli Henner
jeff Garber
Matt Holthaus Faber Jamerson
P. Weilenmann Mark Carnevale
Jeff Bowyer
SHELLY l<uES
Paul MoriN
M ECAN RILEY

· Shelley Klaes
Shelly Klaes held lhe JMU
lacrosse record for assists in
a career before Megan Riley.
During her time a t JMU
(1994.-'97), she recorded 71
assists, which is now secondbest in the program's history.
She scored 125 goals, fifth
most in JMU hi story, in her
125 games. She is third alltime at JMU with 196 points.
She trails only Riley and AllAmerica n Nora Maguire.
Klaes became the team 's
fourth first-team All-American selection in 1997. That
year she was also named to
the first-team All-South squad
and played in the North·
South Senior All-Star Game.
Klaes was a second-team
CAA selection as a junior in
1996 and a first-team pick the
following year.
JMU put together a .J-2-28
record with the help of
Klaes. The Dukes won the
CAA Litle in 1997. They
appeared in the NCAA
Championship Tournament
in 1995 and 1997 and were
n ationally ranked in each of
Klaes' fou r seasons.

M~gan

Klaes sco red three goals
in JMU 's incredible come·
back v1ctor y ove r second·
ranked Loyola in th e 1997
CAA Tournament championship game.
The Dukes
trailed 8-3 with
13 minutes and
36 seconds left in
that g<1me before
Riley scored backL..-.-.&..-_
_. to-back free position goals to jump s t art the
team . Klaes then scored h er
th1rd goal a t the 6:21 mark.
Riley a dded her third goal
twenty seconds later to cut
the lead to 8 7.
jessica Kane netted both
the game-tymg and winning
goals. The game-winner was
scored with 2:31 remainin in
the game.
Loyola had been the tournam ent's number-seed and
had won th rce of the last
CAA Tournaments. It was
the Dukes' first CAA title
and the team's (i rst confer·
ence championship since it
won the South Atlantic Conference Tournament in 1986.

Riley

Megan Riley holds nearly
all of JMU's scoring records.
She finished her JMU career
(1996-'99) wilh 151 goals, 109
assists and 260 points. All are
jMU records. Amazingly, the
199 points scored by the program's second leading all·timc
scorer, Nora Maguire, pclles in
comparison to Riley's 260.
The llarwood, Md ., native
also holds the team's records
for goa ls in a season (52),
assis ts in a season (41) and
points in a season (93).
Last year, as a senior, she
finished second in the country
in assists per game (2.38) and Courtesy of Sports Media Relations
points per game (5.44). She
Megan Riley
was 19th in goals per game
average with 3.06.
of the Year, Rii"Y was the 1998Riley was the 1999 CAA '99 JMU Femille Athlete of the
Player of th~ Y<>ar anJ the Year.
With Riley 's help1 the
CAA Tournament MVP She
\\aS also the MVP of the 1999 Dukes compiled a 46-26
Norlh·South <3enior A It-S tar record. JMU won two CAA
Came.
Tournaments and made three
Riley was a member of lhe NCAA apperanccs·i~ Riley's
1995 U.S. Under-19 World Cup four seasons with the team.
A three-time All-American,
runner- up team wi th JMU
teammate Rebecca Tweel.
Riley has re t urned to the
A four-time AII-S<">uth selec- Dukes' s ideline this year as a
tion and the 1996 CAA Rookie student assistant coach .

Top seed eludes Dukes
{Outt~l
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game series this weekend at Clemson.
C le mson won game one, 5·1, on Friday afternoon .
Righthander Scott Berney picked up his third win of the season
for the Tigers. Berney has not allowed a run in the 22 innings
he has pitched this season. He gave us six hits and one walk
In eight innings on Friday.
Clemson took an early 4-0 lead in the second inning and
added one more run in the fifth. JMU's only run was the result
of a bases loaded walk to freshman catcher Matt Oe uc hler in
the top of the ninth. Senior first baseman Eric Be nder, who
had two hits in the game, scored the run.
Sophomore J oh n G ouzd took the loss. He worked 6 .1
innings, allowing 10 hits and five runs, only two of which were
earned.
In game two, Clemson exploded for a 10-run fifth inning and
defeated JMU , 12-4. Ryan Mott pitched five shut-out innings to
earn the win.
The Dukes got on the board with two runs In the seventh .
Freshman third baseman Brent Metheny scored the first run
on a wild pitch. Sophomore shortstop Dan Woodley drove In
junior right fielder Jeremy Hays on a sacrifice fly later in the
inning.
As was the case in game one, JMU stranded more runners
than Clemson.
The Dukes fell to the Tigers 5-3 in the third game of the
three-game series yesterday.
Sophomore designated hitter Pat Cunn ingham led the
charge for the Dukes with three hits and one RBI. The Dukes
scored two runs In the top of the s ixth to take a 2-1 lead.
Metheny walked, followed by a single by Hays.
Senior first baseman Eric Bender reached on e rror. Cunningham then drove in Metheny with a single. T he Dukes
scored one more run in the sixth before Clemson scored three
in the bottom of the sixth to take the lead fo r good.
JMU returns home on Tuesday to face Liberty at 3 p.m.

a little, trying to make
him speed up hi s game and
make the ball get o ut of his
hands, and I think that was one
of the keys."
The Patriots' full court pressure, which was applied virtually the entire second half, finally
got to the Qukes, as they turned
the ball over three times in the
six-minute plus drought and
were only able to score three
free throws as lheir offense misfired miserably. After s hooting
42 percent from the noor In the
first half, JMU dipped to 31 in
lhe second stanza, while CMU's
went up from 36 to 48 percent.
GMU, shooting only 65 percent
from the line as a team, made
10-11 from the line in the final
2:15 to seal the win. For the
game, the Patriots shot 22-for-29
from the charity stripe.
The loss of Perry was especially evident in Dillard's offensive rotation. Ins tead o f having
the luxury of brining Fanning in
for a few minutes at a time to
spell Perry or O uttz, the freshman from Chesapea ke was
forced to play lhe two-guard,
which in tum didn't a llow Oillard to substitute for Outtz. The
senior played 37 minutes,
including the entire second half.
Obviou sly leg-wea r y, the
Dukes' leading scorer finished 4-

second halfhurtusatbolhends."
Perry (five points in 23 minutes) went lo the s ideline, two
minutes and 55 seconds into the
second halfwilhJMU leading3937. He apparently twisted his
knee while making a cut, bringing the ball upcourt and trying to
br~k the full court press. Hisst:atus for today's game is uncertain.
Lnitially, the Dukes played
inspired ba ll with their senior
captain on the bench icing his
knee, taking a 51-47 lead on a
three-point play by fres h man
guard David Fanning with
10:46 remaining. Soon after,
however, the absence of Perry's
stron g defense, ba llhand ling
skills and 11.6 points per game
was evident.
After JMU took a 56-53 lead
on a Pat Mitchell basket inside
with 7:31 to play, the Dukes
went the next 6:26 without a
field goal as Mason put together
a 16-3 run and turned the threepoint deficit into a 10-point lead
with l :OS to p lay.
" l don ' t think we were
pleased with our defensive press ure in the first half, or the
beginning o f the second half,"
CMU forward Keith Holdan (12
p oin ts) sa id . " I started going
after [sen ior gua rd] Jabari
-

.. • •

-

•
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•

-

.. ~

ror-20 s h ooting but h ad 14
points. While he tallied fiv e
rebounds and four assis ts, he
turned the ball over five times,
as did Fanning.
"I was definitely t ired, and
that had something to do with
(Perry) not being there," Outtz
said "He can play the point, and
take some of the pressure off me
and allow me to rest. I was a ll by
myself back lhere."
JMU led the entire first half,
as they dominated the boards
a nd contained the often-explos ive Patriots offense. The Dukes'
biggest lead was 25-16 wilh six
minutes left in the half, and
were up 35-26 with 58 seconds
left. H oweve r, in that fi n al
minute, JMU com mitted two
costly turnovers and al lowed
the Patriots a quick 6-0 run ,
highlighted by an A hmad
Dorsett three-point field goal at
the buzzer to make the halftime
score 35-32.
" I loved our intensity at the
defensive end of the floor in the
second half," CMU Coach jim
Larranaga said.
Outtz. said, "The first half it
(the pressure) didn't bother us,
but in the second half, with JP
not being there ... " and his
voice trailed off, thinking about
what might have been had his
sidekick not been injured.
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STUDY ABROAD ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
I

t

Want to go to China, Australia, Hungary, Iceland,
Brazil, Canada, Ireland, etc.?
Come by the Office of International Programs
Rt~ource Ctnter and find out how!

J ute·waliOitttC 9 l e;,OU!t4:C &Jtt.A?X
j{;(f,ae~l

.

\~

u•-'t

•.4ltuiLLtuf -!l~tidtuJ
9 a.llt.-12 pm. t.( I p.m.-4 fUll .

GET CASH FOR
YOUR MUSIC!
WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR USED CDS
In Kroger Shopping (enter
1790-96 E. Market Street.
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com

JMU Office or International Proge·:tm<i

lllllc:resl East
568-6419, lnlernallonal@tjmu.edu
wwn.jmu.edu/internatlonal

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!

SOUTH IIV(NU(

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units
• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Microwave
• Washer & Dryer

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished

•Individual Leases
Public lranslt 111

Units

tnlnmce to h~lp )OU

• Ample Parking
~~~~

UNIVERSITY
plJ\C[
Tl1e Pl,lce

tt)

Be!

to a mpus.
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Need Money for Spring Break?

Cash in at South View Apartments
$1000 Spring Break Give-Away on Feb. 29
Monday Madness
$100 cash give-away every Monday
Designed by students with four bathrooms
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.Lbjlimited.com
" '
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432-1179

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday -

There may be intere:>tang changes tha~ )'ear.

Ma kc e.ure they work out for the best by !>tayang an charge of the !'>ituation.
Co back instead of forward to reach a goal in March. The mone) flows
freely both in and out in April. Learn quickly through experience in Mcly
and anticipate a career move around june. Be on the path to your dreams
in August and succeed beyond your expectations in December. Your
friends congratulate you in January. Pay off an obligation in February.
Daily rating: 10 u the easiest day,

0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April19)
is a 5 - You're a
L Today
responsible person, and it
ft alooks
like you're carrying
heavy load right now.
You're trying to protect someone
you care about. You want to try
something new, and this all is
within the context of your career.
Just take it one step at a time.

· Taurus (April 2Q..May 20)
Today is a 5 - Your
money could be in a state
of flux agam. You have
some coming in and some
going out. Your objective is to end
up with more than you sta rted
with, re member? It is possible if
you count the value of everything
you have acquired.

Ubra (Sepl 23-0ct. 23)
Today is a 6- Be careful
with your work. Co over
it two or three times. Be
aware that mistakes
could creep in. Meanwhile, confu·
sion should be rampant. It's not
just you. Most jobs will take two
to three times as long as they
should. Don't overbook your time.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - You
should feel much better
soon. The tensaon will
fade, and you'll be able to
relax more fully. You'll be able to
find a way to manage your
money, too. So, stop worrying
about all of those things now.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) - Today is a 6 ~ You'll need to get prac~

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - Recent
changes may fo rce a r~
organization of your life.
Your routi ne could get
scrambled, possibly through no
fault of your own. Pay attention
not only to what you're doing but
to what others arc doing too.

Cancer Oune 22-July 22)
Today is a 7- The worst

~., of it is over, and things
'=i
~should get easier. The
(T""1) overall outcome tonight
should be posative. Tomorrow
might even be fun, so schedule
accordingly. Don't plan anything
too outrageous for tonight; you'U
still be tidying up.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - The fun
and games continue this
morning, but around
noon, you'll have to settle
down. There's going to be a Jot of
work to do this afternoon. If
you're not where you're supposed
to be at the time you're supposed
to be there, you will be in trouble.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

~

Today

is a 6 - Conditions arc getting easier for
you, but it hasn't happened quite yet You
have been clcanmg house or moving (or both) for days 13} late
tonight or tomorrow, you !lhould
be able to relax.

tical, soon. You may have
already spent the money,
so you'd better find a way to pa"
those bills. Lucky for you, there is
plenty of work. Taking on a
second job could be the answer.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today lS a 7 - You had
an interesting day re·
cently, so take it easy
now. Make some time for
yourself and your sweetheart. If
you're not in a romantic relationship, getting together with a
good friend is fine. The idea IS to
relax, in good company.

Aquarius Oan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 4 - More
confusion than usual is
going a round. You may
have discovered that
things weren' t the way you
thought. Somebody you con·
sidered a friend could fall from
your affection. Somebody else
could provide unexpected assistance. Take care and be flexible.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5 - You're
n ! ) :.till soaking up the
( '~ information. You may be
on a hot lead . Follow
through and wrap up your investig.1tion as quickly a~ po~~iblc. By
tomorrow you'll have more time
for fun and gclmcs. Today, tak~
carl' of business b} fanding out
what you need to know.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
1 Private dining

room?
5 Parks oneself
9 Munchausen, e.g.
14 Ust ending wds.
15 Party to
16 Idolize
17 Fourth little
piggie's fare
18 Actor Franco
19 Bell sounds
20 Low-lying
vegetation
23 Building site
24 Electrical unit
25 University of
Georgia's city
27 "The
of Errors"
30 Followed as a
consequence
32 Divert
33 Penniless
36 K1nd of profit
37 Laundry woe
38 Byway of
39 Count off one by
one
42 Carols
44 Ventilate
45 Imitate without
comprehension
46 Milkshake's
cousin
48 Callas number
49 Wiedersehen
lead-in
50 Chicago hours
56 Vinegar bottle
58 Nautical shout
59 Sappho works
60 Fell back on
61 Flower holder
62 Paper quantity
63 Getting on in
years
64 Water pitcher
65 Eli's school

8 Winter
precipitation
9 Large gin
container?
10 "Much
About
Nothing"
11 Reinvested, as
an IRA
12 Manmade fabric
13 Leaf homes
21 Eschewed
walking
22 Discernment
26 My wife
27 Walking stick
28 Sign of things to
come
29 Kind of
Investment
DOWN
company
1 Program choices 30 Type type
2 Bond's alma mater 31 Label
3 Beach material
33 Coli. social club
4 Places for aces? 34 Metric weight,
5 One at a time
briefly
6 Lethargic
35 "- of Eden"
7 Matador's foe
37 Test score

Ant_,. to latt Thurtday't puzzle:

It

I
I

40 Shea player
41 Building builder
42 Claw
43 Declamation
45 Supplication
46 Large in scale
47 Of heanng

48 Got up
5 ~ Church area
52 Unfreeze
53 Thought
54 Supper, e.g.
55 Salinger girl
57 Nice summer?

Only 4 more days until

SPRING BREAK!

38
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Market Square East
1635 E Market St.

8

564-0416

Rockingham Square
1731 S. H1gh St.
432-1386

BAGELS
& DELl
Fresh Baked Bagels
Cmnamon Buns Muff1ns & More

Next Gathering- Try a 3" Sub
or Party Bagel Stuffed with
Meats & Cheeses with Lettuce
& Tomato
·-----------,
:I Buy 9 Bagels
I
I

:I Open 7 Days A Week - Eat In Or Carry Out
Get Two Free 1I
Now At Two Locations

'-----------~

Requ ired reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.
If liter~:' lllhlltl '1111 we Jhmll,llll)" here 111 )IIIII hfc
1h~:n \I•U •l11111hi<·Jrr Jhu111 11111 puhlk -.c.lu••"
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~ Olde

Mill

Free 22 oz soda
w/purchase of
12 inch MTO
Just Show JAC Card
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Ma1n St. • 574-3178

Sheetz Making it easier everyday!
...

..
<Still has some units available for ~
the 2QOO-00
ool year.
...
g~ .

,..

-'!.

l'arUwnhlp

-------~

Thurs Mar 2
Kenny Wayne Sheperd
$ 15 ad\ $ 17 door 9pm

Fri Mar 3

; • Double bed or ~hjgle: Y~~ c tc~
• If y • .u.g~t. sick, Rlte Aid is one block
• Thirs'tyfor.a Slurtf8e? 7/Eiev·en
..·
.
is 100 yards a"a~ ~ ... ~ • For the health nuts campu~is.. . !ess
than half a mile walk.
• Gas is much cheaper on o~r'Sidetof town.
• Check out the loc1t!o~ near the ~est side..~·
of campus!! A nic'e level walk without
the roller coaster hills - especially
convenient for music, art, SMAD
-,."and physics majors!

,.

-

~

Deep Banana Blackout

w/Biscui t
$5 adv $7 door 9pm

Sat Mar4
Seduction House Club&
Trance Dl's spinning from
10pm-4am

Wed MarS
NEVE FREE SHOW
9pm

Fri Apr 14
Funky Meters
(rescheduled from Jan)
$ 18 adv 9pm

Thurs Apr 20

Dark Star Orchestra

$ 10 ad" $ 12 door 9pm

j~
Olde Mill Village
11 South Aveooe, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breet;e

~onday,Feb.

39

28,2000

CLASSIFIEDS
J'\JJIIKHOUA.R a A860CIAT!8

FOR RENT

i

J-M Apartments

I'ROPatTT ~. JllfC
We baYe
TOWNHOUSES

2()()().2001

Located throughout !Iburg'

1 BR apt. $306/mo.

&t'rliiJQ@t)JfNIJllpU.ShouSIII!J.Il'Ofn

or S200/person

2 Non-srnoklftl Ftmill. . • seekong
hous1ngtaubteese. Aug. - Dec .
2000. Call Pace, 568-7265

3 BR 8pt. $480/mo.
or $160/person

4 BR 8pt. S680/mo.

5 a.droom HOUM • 1351 S Ma•n
Fneplace. 2 baths, basement. 2
kttchens June 433-2126.

or $170/person
All BPI.S. ~ar Cantrell 8nO&O
One of l.lle d05est comC)IellllS 10 JMUI
Kline~ P~operty ~

4 Bedroom Houae • living and
dlnlna room. kitchen, one bath.
basement. gar8f&e. washer/ dryer,
$ 210/bedroom. Lease/deposit.
Call 4348884.

438-8800
lhll &0011 8PIItmetlli1Q fo~t.
10 come by end . - ual

3, 4, or 5, BR Ulllt1 Avllllble Furnished or unfurnished. Al)ple
Reel Estate, Inc. 540.433-95 76.
lafCe 3BR TCIWMouM - University
Court. Walk to classes. Fumlsl\ed,
deck. year lease. available
Auaust. S780. 4 32-6993
FUNKHOUSER & ASSOCIATES

PROPERTY MANAGEMENr. INC

BatT~

at

Haater·•~l
2000 • 2001 kbooll'ear
w~ ~ lookJng for 2 roo1111NUta.
Ow -u bu beea c:-pletely
naocSeled llor aut yeu.
Call for lliOI'e lnformauon
433-8423 Rtnl 116245/mo

3 BMroom HouM - u 70 Hemson
Stn!e\. $825 •33-2126.

MADISON GAR.DINS
On MAIN STREET
3 Bedrooms wtlh decks
In each bedroom

IEalt Mlllket Room • wtUl Pf1V8te
entrance. 1300, utilities and cable
lncluded/mtmserlous student.
478-2136 Of 434-1..34.

avi~~lnQ al!l1

w•e 2 Bedroom Aptt . W/0 A/C. 1 5 bathrooms.
10 mo Iraan RYJ'IIabl•

434-5150.

2 BR 8pt. $400/mo.

VICTOIUAPI HOUSES • 2 bt;t
howes DtN. i&Villl.&bit 4 • 8
~ hugr rooms. &nlktut
charm With moclrm plumhl~ and
dc-cltlc l'l!t rr!fndly propmlts

4 Bechoom Bouau - w /0.
0/W huet rill In

kn<l~n

I 1111 l bkw'ks
rrom ellhrr counpu~

Before e~ettUQ8
on tbe ord.loary. compe.re
tbe utnord.l.ouy.
VIew photos and Ooorplans on
our web site. but to rc:ally &ce
the difference schedule a tou r .

www.catlept 'Opi!T'tu.com
(540) H4-28&0
H~n~ter' a Rldlt • • bedroom. 2

bath. top floor condO. furniShed.

new patnt. new IMng room carpet.

washer/ dryer end diShwasher
replaced In 1997
Family
managed, 10 month lease,
$210/bedfoom. P8f\18S of 4 only.
Call owner at 56&2036 and leave
or 757-.481.0162.

5 rooma. 2 1/2 bat.ha
I have lut 2 to rem
Less than I year lease possible

4 bedfoom. 4 1/2 both. Fumu.hed.
S1n11e and Doubl.o . wekome.
www.lbjlmmrd.t·um

Looklnl for a Place to Live?

Specjal DiiCOWit llyoa lll(n

Free roommate sublet hstinp.

South View
Apartments

ArtJat'e Studio Worup1ce

downtown. $100. mNm. Shenclan
Real Esulte. 433-7325.

4 bedroom, 4 bath. Fum1'ohed
Songlc and Doubles welcome.

Mt. VIew Dml TH • 5 bedfOOf!IS,
furnished, walkl~ distence. $210
S2AO/mo. 1 ~ar tease (8100 • 8/01~

www./bjlimitt'd.wm

washer/dryer. 703-450-5008

432-0600
Unlverllty Place - Aupat 2000 •
3 bedroom. 2 baths Furnished.
$690/ mo.• year lease 432-6993

The Commons
Apartments

Affordable 5 Bedroom Mou111 •
ClOse. very nice. Cal 568-3068.

4 bedroom. 2 balh. Fumll>hed
S1ngle 411d Doubles welcome.
www.lbjlimttl'd.com

FO"It Hllll Tow nhOUIII • 5
bedroo111s. Ethernet available. 2
1/2 baths. Two lett. Call Ke1th.
852·3553 Of call Joroan. 564-1388
or 280.9117
rUNKHOU8£R a A880C1ATES
PROPO'n'Y MANAGE~m'n'. ll'fC
!lave you eht"Cked out lhe most
SPACIOUS units In town?
4 lk.drooms & 4 BaUuoorns

MOUNTAIN VIEW HEIGHTS
Sttrllna oiTcampu hou lnfC com

$7.00,., Hour . Plus $150.00 per
month h0us1~ allowance. Largest
rentat seMCe on the Outer Banks
of ~ Carolona (Nap Held) Call
Dona for apptiCatton ancl housu'l&
Info 80Q.662·2122

Beer, Wine Mltllnc . Kecoratora,
Gifts - 432-e799. 81uesro11e Coffers.

Clllld<:are • Lookmg for graduate
student Cor undergraduate W/
neJuble schedule) to care for two
P!e·schoolers In our Harrisonburg
home. Tue/ThUr 7 a m. · 3 p .m
St.artlng at 7/hl Be&!MirC MarCh
14 through August 2000 Non
smoker. provide your own
transportatiOn. Infant/child CPR
cert1hcatton preferred. Cell Cindy.
433-5578

downtown Harrisonburg.
JMU TOWIIfloWI for Sale · FoJthlll,
Hunter s Rldac. University Realty

s

~24 c. e-m&~~ ~e.net.

Motofqda LMthlf'l · AGV, bllJc:k,
\lenled, •orn 2•. SIZe 44 $295,
o.b.o. mayssmflnotmsrl.com

'*

. _ ,..... F855 • One )'ear old.
excellent condlllon. $250. 438·
8314

Belt Sunwnar Job You'l
Mftll
Tot>-notdl Maine summer camp for
boys seeks counselors 10 instrud
either basketball, tenn1s. lacrosse.
baseball, hockey. golf, hlkmg.
ropes course. arel\ery, swtmmi~.
bOalln&. waterskllnl. etts & crafts.
pl\otograpl'ly, video, musk:. June
23 · August 18 Highest camp
salaries plus lnwel. room. board.
laundry service. InternshiP credit.
Great facilities, beautiful lakefron t setting. We seek fun .
dynamic. responsible role·
models who enJOY workmg w1th
children . Call 410.337·9697 or

lnternatloul Music Makers come & seel Gtfl & Th11tt. 227
N Ma•n

Sprlnl Clotllls Are Htrel G1ft &

Thnll. 227 N. Main.
Cenwo 'M • 8rteht red V6. A/C, 5
speecs. FM, cassette. a~rbags .
Eltcellent condition, $5,500 o.b o.
487·2•51.

HELP WANTED
-

bedrooms, 2 boUts. Porch. yard
and basement. 4 students. Call
niter 7 p.m. 301-490-2985

LOOKING FOR A
fAI.12 1NTERNS HIP1

s.n .. -2 beltOom. 4 mo. tease.

Get real life experience
and bulid your re~>umc.

Prfce negotlable 804-979-6109

PUl'f1DIOU8&R a ASSOClATES
PROParTT IIIANAODlFJ'tr. ll'fC

MADISON TERRACE
CLOSB TO CAMPUS!II

U,!SOO WMkly Potentlll • matllng
ou r circulars . rree Inf o
202-452·5001.

Mldlaon M anor • 3 bedroom, 2
bal/1. fully furNshed . fireplaCe and
balcony, eech room wired for
cable. phone and computer .
Includes bus stop, swunml~ pool,
tennis court. basketball court,
weight room , laundry room. 2
people. $585. 3 people. $650
Call540.289-9084.

Funk.bouseT A

4 - 5 Bedroom HCMIM • Colhcello.
one mile from campus. W/0.
mlerowlMt. baCk yard. basement.
2 bath. $ 780. 833-6104
JMU HousiOI for LIIM • University
Realty , 434 4424 or e·mall
unvr1~gte.ner

Olde Mill Village
Rtnt.als .. by the room.
by lhe apartment
Bee Roo lor

onampus!
. _.rwdonpolnt«nJ.com
OA·IIae appU-Uoo

IEern Cutl • Ha\le a AVON party,
pay f or spring broak. Alao
recruiting JMU sates reps for
AVON . Call Connie. 568-1842 or
1134·3916.
The Marrlsonburc little L11cue
AtiOCIItlon • IS looking lor )'OUII\
baseball and softball umQ~res for
l eagues aees 6 • 18 years .
upenenr:e IS a PIUS but we Will
train Call Harnsonblxg Parks and
Recreat iOn Dept. at 433-9168

433-0560; &mall ~.MI.

7 15 Port nepubiJc Road

432-9502

~N8TREET

tvww.offaunpushou.stn,g.com

www.oldemlllullloge.com

Will P1 y C11h • for used or

COIA..£0E 8TAT10N • 4 OR
l'umlslvd. 822.5/pn"'IOl
3 BR TOWMHOUS& •
Large btdroom•. 3 noon
Clo6c to c:amJ)Ia
lfUNTER'8 Jl.l1)(l£ • 5 BR. top floor
Apartment. 3 full ootha.
I.R With wuhftl rdllnp

NOW LEASING
FOR 2000-2001

Na1s H11CS Summer Rent al $300/person/month. 6 students.
757-421·9091

and car steroo. Playstattons. ete
Call Mike.s EJectronlcs, 4 34-8800

UNIVERSITY PLAC& • Vtry nice
fuml'lhed 4 SR. wnttr ln<'lu<kd.
8185/ptrfiOn

Duke Gardens
Madison M anor
Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
M adison Square

8 BR HOUSE • Ouplt>.ot. 4BR on
tach aide. W/0. ntW carpet. June
or Aug k'ast 8200/p(I"IOn

Foxhlll Townhouse

Many More I

Country Club Court

University Place

G ingerbread House

We un: your a.n:.wer 10 houlllngl
Kline Realty
Property Manacement
Call AnrtJftlel 438-880()

Vo rtous Houses
EIIO

434-5150

~~

Vllllll Lane Townhouu - 5

bedrooms Call 433-3807
MOUM ·large rooms. tarae yard tn
citY for 7 students. 3 ball'l.s Owner
cuts grass. $275 each Mrs .
Marttn, 703-931-4167
HOUM on VIne Street • 1 tovel for
3 students. 2 baths. Alr conditioned.
Owner cuts grass. $ 275 each.
Mrs. Mattln, 703-9314167.

WANTED

fundralslng e~rent No soles
required . FundratSI I\& dates are
filling QUICkly, SO call tOdllyl
Contact camtwsfundr8tser.com,
1-888-923-3238.

FOREST HILLS

House 65 W. ftlrvlew - 4 BR. 2
bath. 2 kltchena , 0/W. W/0.
microwave. Ieese, deposit.
$980/mo. August. 433-0984.

Sevlrll Plf't.tlrM Peotlll Needed!
Our company Is arowlna and we
need posllivo , selt mot ivated
indiVIduals It )'Ou are looking for a
poslttve work environment . we
have what you are lookt~ lor. No
eapertence needed· we w111 tram
you . Hours vary, call for
1nformauon 434 ·7787 ext. 1204
for PhOne 1nten.tew.

Guitarist Lookl nl for People to
J1m With • Contact Brian Greaory.

tll"'rl•le oa ICC\Idly dcii!CIIltl

Hunters Ridge Condos
Hunters Ridge Townhomes

tttrp://WWWJablon.com.

earn $1,000 $2,000 v.ith the easy
campusfundf81SCr.com three hour

Aa.oclatea
Property 'hn9'Dent.. Inc.

Mountain VIew Heights

$$$
Call SSS · Student
busineSS mn&mt./Sales I)OSittOn
With natiOnal firm Pays SlO · U2
plus commlsa lon . Availab le to
Sopl\, Jr & Sr only. For Info. 10 to

R ....... 5olarttles. CU.. Shdent
Cro.,.,a - Student organlzattons

2000 - 2001

~-

Coli

s-

tWW interviewing

fOT U

Sky1emlll994hol.com.

FREE
MONEY ORDERS!
No Restncllon'\
All kind'\ of chc:ck.!l c-u'lhL'd
Pbope Garda
S5• 74 min
SlO • 162 mln .
825 .. 425 min.

CLOVERLEAF
CHECK CASIDNG
{former A.DC s to re}
81 S. Carlton. llmTisoniJurg
Mon. Fn. 10 a, m .- 8 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m -6 p .m

540-442· 1450

C.at\C.Utt
Jatt~aic.a

399
~akattlas '159
Pat\attta
119

Cify

..ENDLESS

SUMMER

000 J.urAICAI Tours

~c:;,r~c;,k;J<>
.. _.,........,...

-~ -~

._

·~-

'JCRs, 1Vs. ~

Fraternities, Sororities
Clubs, Student Groups
Nl'Cd to earn $I .(XX)· $2,000 for
a student organi1Ation? CIS,
the origin.ll fundr.user btnct>
1995, h.ls the solution wtlh an

LAIN 30 lbl. In 30 Dip • Startlf1i
at $38 Safe, 100'11. natural &
guaranteed. Call for Information,

1888-869-8371. -

beacl'lfront at The Boardwalk ,
Summit Condo's, & Mark 11 Free
VIP partlesl Walk to best barsl
Absolute best pricel All
Cledrt
cards accepted! 1-800.234 7007

"'*'

www.endlesssummenours.com
11 Sprlnc Bre.ak Vlcttlonsl
Cancun. Jama1ca. Bahamas &
Florida Best prtces auaranteedl
Free parues and cover chargesl
Space Is limited! Book 1t nowl All
m'l)or credit eardS accepted!
1800.234-7007.

www.endlesssummenours.com

PERSONALS
AAW2K ...It 'a ComlnJ.IIII March

20th 23td.
The Slstert of Alpha Phi - would
lr~o to thank Theta Chi, Zeta Beta
Tau and PI Kappa Phi four our
recent m•xcrsl
Adoption • l.ovfl"e, ChildleSs couple
WIShes to adopt an tnfant . If ~fre
consldcfrc adOptJon for your baby.
call COllect. 301·3400397

Place a Classified Ad In

Vll&-lrfe.OIJl

TINt Breeze

LOS1' & FOUND

$2.50 tor lhe fllst 10 words
($2 lor each addltJOnal10)

Did You Lose Your 0011 Call
438 2476 or •37 2508.

568-6127

Lost BIJ, Sl ack Lab/ Collie weating blue collar. no ta&S· Goes
by tl'le name La11ey. Los t
downtown. 2/ 19/00. 869-5433 or
437-6641.

Subscriptions to
Tile Srw.n
Art Avlllablet
For only $30 for th11d class mall.
or $75 for first class mall. you
can receive a full )Cat of
The BIHzr
Please send your name.
address & money to:

WEB LINKS

easy 3·hour fundrat~>ing I!\ t'nt.

11 'IMINI City VIC:MioM • Party

- ~·

Accept no imiLltions.

Check Out

Dates are Ulhng quJCklyt
ConlilCI us fo r 1mmL'<liat!!
results 111888·689 1858 or apply
on llne,Julldrmsmgsofulrou~ uel

'!be Breeze

On- Linelll
h ttp: I lbneze. jill. eciJ.

Come ·b y The Breeze office and place your classified ad today!
~
~
~ ~·~·~
.~::-."'·,·.-,· ·.•~
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TlleBtHze
James Madrson Un1vers1ty
Anlhony.Seeger Hall
MSC6805
Harnsonburg, VA 22807

,.

......._

~ 399

Nllcl ~ (IIIII Mclne1)? Join
a fast. fun and growtng company
as your campus rcproscntatlve.
Flexlble hours. responsibilities and
compet1t1ve pay. No eJtperlence,
j ust personality needed. Visit
.mybytes.corn/StudentRep for
more InformatiOn and to fill out an
on-hne application.

1911 J11p Wre ncler - 6.800
miles, air. ~/FM cassette. 5 ISI)d.,
5666434 (dey$), 433-9272 (ni&tU).

"tuded

Wille to JMU • On Cantrell Ave 4

e-ma~l

434-IU60

Only · Call Mike, •32·9197.

Student Rentals

N111 Mud, NC - 2 female
roommates needed for ocean
view houie. May · AU&· $ 375/mo.
UUIIlles
Call 437·5148.

2 & 3 Oedroums .a.vanuble

432· 0600

2 M.... Look~ for Fill Subll111

434-5150

432-0600

bdore Man:b•t

can 433-0796.

~. VA-4806

messaee

Fonst HJ.1Is Tcnmboues

www.nouslflllOl.net...Your move
ott carrclUS! Search for 8C)II'1JTientS.

Elrn Up to $600 per W11k •
assembltng products m home No
eJtpellence. Info. 504 646-HOO.

F'~t

Unl~ '"*'-• R1mi11tM - 3 BR,
2 bath, water, sewer. ancl uash
Included. $ 240/mo. Available
Auaust 15. 432·1494.

Exccllc:nllocaUon

P1lntera - Summer Positions •
Richmond' s west encl. full ume.
bonus! 804-527·9668

FOR SALE

5 Bedroom T.,_bo.e -

Stone Gate
Apartments

434-5150

Ftmllt G!ldultt Student• and
Female Upper Clutmen - Group
rates! Alr&llaole now Rooms w1lh
prtvate baths. phone hook·ups.
kitchen. 11v1ng room, and dining
room pr11111eaes Ulllotles furniShed
except phone. Located 8 miles
oase of v~ Mall Ill ~Ito
Large spac10us rooms. GrandiOSe
v1ew of Mosaanutien Mts. Five
mlnutea from ski slopes . Call
540.298-8875

'J

•

}.· ..<-,

.

LARGE CheeSe Pizzas
$
99

Ask for your free dipping sauce!
•Garlic Butter•Ranch •Pizza Sauce
•Parmesan Peppercorn

•

otMrotfer

IUDI. ~ TOPPING PIZZA
l Breadsticks

::··. 7+''
~

I

I

7

10 Wings, Brtadsticks & a Coke

:
:

99

:. •
~

:

·

,· ·

Choose from MJid, Medium, Hot or B8Q Sauce
Ask tor ~ch or Blue CheeK Dressing

:

:

:

~--------------------------------------------------------------------~
I

